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P R 0 C F. E D I N G S 
--ooOoo-
CHAIRPERSON WATSON: I wou like to call 
1 
hearing to 
orclPr of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee to look 
at AIDS in the Minori Communities. 
The staff members that we have with us, on my right and 
your left is Jane Uitti, and lvia Zetter, who was ln the seat 
next to Jane a few minutes ago. 
I'd like to wish all of you a good roorning, and welcome 












! going to hear from many experts on AIDS, and from communi t.y 
outreach persons, and sons of color who have been exposed to 
AIDS, or who are at risk of exposure. 
The Cali ia AIDS picture is ite different from the 
totaJ national cture in AIDS ics. For example, around 
half of the AIDS ca~es nat result from h risk 
homosexual behavior. I CHli ia, is ior resu s in 
over 80 percent: of our cases. And whi drug use accounts for 
one-third of the inc of AIDS cases nationwide, it 
represents on 5 rcent of cases n Cali ia. 
However, as percentage of cases in California 
att ted to drug use continues to r se, and ab the rate of 
9 homosexual transmission continues to decline, 
California is inni tc move towards the demographic breakdown 
2:; t.ilf' are seeing around the rest of the country. The bad news lS 





























tme11 o Ilea] h St->rv ces and 
Serv ces wil g us 
stat1stics These are new at the 
current t , but we do that whatever and di 
statistics 'll be ab to give to us. 
Well, I guess v7e car1 call it the not-so-bad news, and 
is Cali ia is still in ear s ages of the 
heterosexual trdn ssion that is much more prevu on the East 
Coas~, so we ~an still take preventat measures to slow down 
the ad of AIDS as relates to the general population. 
There are some eresting statist s on the way AIDS is 1 
affecti or communities nationwide right in our 
o.;,,'n state. the rest f count , Blacks and Hispanics 
are ~ispropcrtionately affected. Although representing 12 
of the ral lation re 
4 percent and 14 of all AIDS cases 
nat l 
However re this state of Hea 
ces tel s us t B] s sent 9 percent of all cases in 
Etute, and Hispan s sent 1 percent. Although these 
are ower an nat l f rate of in 
it s s certain a cause alarm. The rate of 
is ster in nori communities than the non-
minor communities. The of Health Services and 
r lZ ens will sent data here on the growth, I hope, 
































h r i o i 
will i s s 
the Asian-Pacif 
ad of AIDS in those 
Our agenda s organized into severa sections, starting 
th State and loca rnment spectives, testimony from 
health carR rs researchers, and fo lowed by 
observations tram the communi 
organizations. 
sed AIDS and minori 
v7e do hope at the end of our hear if re is 
tirue ft, t_hen of 




I:Jrogram dea ng 
a so wen 






circulated a among 
i 
are unre le people 
volunteered to 
th stories are very fri 
in ience may 1 free to come 
Comm ttee. 







th our Select 
ls in 
ef t 
o Education, and 




es that are 
group the IV drug users. These 
is ve brave 
n and seek th se 
courageous 
le out. And 
're very grim. But the 
4 
i are to 
3 
4 2 /2 s 
Execut rector j a 
6 med l social In her and on 
7 she head i se 
8 es, usua i who 
9 are 
10 ing ler s are ve s se and 
i ti These bu are almost i ss 
12 are no stairwells, no e s so to literally put 
13 your s s wa third and 
i4 s so law 
15 can to f 




26 to g a faster s f and 



























goes i to ate se e with 
kits t 11 ach; sc•me vJl 
les, ril ed s' s, and ts and 
cundoms. 
And they are realizing orne bit of success now, but I 
guess the irful it is that most of peop e ere 
in the shooting galle had no idea about AIDS is spread. 
They had no idea how it wou ten their very lives, 
and more so than their l s, 1 s of ir lovers, their 
spouses, and the people within their household if 
home. 
had a 
So, there is some courageous work going on in programs 
across the county. New Jers al o a s lar progrctm to 
, that. ~ve v1ent into the 
t:h 're d well. 
Men's Heal 
no 
Center, and in New York 
lie monies that come 








new f il 
money s ised 
do ite 
, and are curb 
of AIDS homosexual men and women in Ci of New 
're doing a s 
report at a later 
We ll 
u t go 
la 
is absent, we'l 
pick them up as 
v~e 
come n. 
State Coun le 
hospitals, ians so 
, anfl there be more on 
aE best we can. If a 
t over son's name 
speaker . First we'll start 
we'll ta 































Office of AIDS 







s st es, 
s Ch f 
o Hea ce . 
f 11 just hand to our : 
st 






lma Fraz r f rtment o 
Dr. er 1 Director 
s. 
related to 
funding, ich wa 
sexua on 








j is was 
ars went to 
7 
With the information that the AIDS problem was moving 
2 into t:he minori population, we havc more emphasis on that 
3 population in this current fiscal year. But first some 
4 statistics. As of Oc r 31st, 1987, there were over 10,000 
5 cases of AIDS reported in California, of which 11 percent were 
6 ' Hispanic and 10 percent were Blacks. This is a contrast to the 
7 , total population in California of 7~ percent Blacks and 19.8 
8 1 percent Hispanic. 
9 There is a total population in California of Asians, 5.2 
10 percent, and yet the AIDS cases are only slightly more than one 
II percent in that population. 
12 Nationally, Blacks and Hispanics compose 24 percent and 
13 14 percent of the total cases respectively ~- I'm sorry, they're 
14 the total populations nationally. However, they comprise 35 
~ercent of the IV drug user populat 15 
16 Homosexuality and bisexuality account for 87 percent of 
17 ' all White AIDS cases in California. In comparison, 69 percent of 
18 all Black AIDS cases and 78 percent of l Hispanic AIDS cases 
19 are in the homosexual/bisexual risk category. Intravenous drug 
20 use accounts for one t all te AIDS cases in 
21 Cal1for11ia. In ison, 9 percent of all Black AIDS cases 
6 rcent of all His ic AIDS cases are attributed to 
23 intravenous drug use. 
").< _ .... In California, there been 53 pediatr AIDS cases, 
2S of which 47 percent are h'hite, 10 percent are Black, awl 17 
26 perc~'nt are Hisparnc. Nationally, minority chi compose 77 
























9 a tt b t some 
s 3 1987. 
cases were 1,002 or 1 cases 
s last Hi 
s last In Cal it es 
percent of reported cases In in 
Califo:cnia, 19 rcent were Bl and f 
total pediatr 
instances where the 
One of 
lat 
at a fferenc8 between 
sorry, what last 
w 




taff to was to 
I'm 
s ince 
end of August, 1987. Prior to 9/0 /87 s were 606 
Black AIDS cases. In 
cases d agnosed 
rcent. Pri to 0 
ses between 
Asian to 








8/ 1/ 7 
I 
all cases d 9 6 
were 300 
f 52.3 
649; there were 377 
a total of 58.1 
wa 2 rcent 
s 0 
we can • 








The Off of 
out of a total State 
11.6 percent is in 
f 3 1 Out of that 



























that money is utilized for st 
education for h 
millic:r. Out that $ 8 11 
going into the minori cormnuni 
pro ects; 
risk popu at 
Out of 
9 
other is used 
That's • 8 
33 percent is 
also, we also 
have some nority projects. We curren have seven minority 
projects at approximately $100,000 each. F ar.e housed in 
m1no1ity-basPd organizations; the r two are in Saint Mary's 
Medical Center in Beach and Visiting Nursing Association of 
San Diego County. These doJlars were given out so that we could 
do a needs assessment in the nori communjty basically to find 
out what are the needs of the minority, and 
services should we he planning. 
kinds of 
Y.Jhat we have 
those dollars is to 
systems and assure 
ine 
a out o 
management et of $5 i 
into the inori communi 
at next n terms of use for 
our case management e 
tota p project case 
on at at least 25 rcent 11 go 
Some of these ollars are a so sed for iterature. I 
know this s to be a ject in terms of 
Department's approval literature, we have a ttce 
that is set to a ite ature that is oped or 
i r with State s We a look at and 
to rr1ake sure at least are sensitive, that there is 
not the use of street la 
There is some concern t we are censuring this to the 
extent that t is not relevant to various comrnuni ties. While 



























sensit i terms of State 







some r sk reduc 
we 
contracts. These were 
communi That at 
Looking at our 
ll 
var 
11 use out 
ject s, we have 
incidence of AIDS the minority populat 
AIDS. 
ion will increase 
It's an area that we 
seen some increases in 
further dollars into at. 
if l s 










we ll i 
I did contact Al rug Abuse re at to ir 
what money that they rece is f 
the use of those dol ars were for. I'm to 
educat trea 
slots. So, we 11 i 
For next f com at 
wi in our exist we have i 
th vJhat we call i contracts 
organizations will have contrac s s 
years. We will take ird of those 11 s 
out there for new projects t can come in 
will be at least $3~-4 lar , and out of 
t 85 11 be 
out 
i 





11 , at 
1 
I will s at is point see 1 re are 
2 
questions. 
CHA RPERSON WATSON Ye , your staternen s 
5 
I am troubled, because I been traveling around e 
6 country, visiting State rtments, picki up information, and 
7 tringir:g it back, and I m embarrass I'm saying this for the 
general public. I am embarras t t State now, running to 
9 have the largest number of AIDS nts -- and I unders just 
10 today we wert ahead of New York; is correct? 
II MS. FRAZIEAR: I m not sure. I left at 6:30 this 
12 morning. We were about even with them. 
CHA.IRI'ERSON WA'1'SON: Yes. 
14 That we are not s inq more in tion. As you were 
15 aking ment 11 en ation and t 
16 That is a cii e. It , Ms Fraziear 
17 We determi hovl money goe i m 
the islature Executive B re le for that. 
19 This is more a statement t n t is a stion. 
20 We are spendi 3 percent in m it s 
2 for a s assessment. ~e just real zed get 
ATDS too; 's a new s now tel us that 
WP're at risk. 
24 But I'm rea ly l ause we not earned 
25 to go about doing an out We id establi a 
26 df:pa rtmen t we we were real 1n of a 
27 cr1sis, and I'm real pl to that ~s. Fraziear is 
28 
12 
i up because I know of her sens t s, can 
2 on do we al her to do. 
3 
I m not on 
4 




It is a statewide disgrace 
7 
4th, reports that 17 states and Di tri f ia now 
8 require AIDS instruction schools and Cali ia is not 
9 
listed. We have the largest populat We're millions 
lO 
of dollars. We have a $47 million budget, no mandatory 
ll educational program. is a di 
12 Corning from this this Cornm ir, 11 
13 be legislation. Senator Hart s Se t ttee 
14 on AIDS and put together the trip to New He is go to 
15 reintroduce a p of islation 
16 Governor. islat would 
17 of a video to be used i es 7 12, nd some kind 
18 of re se from Governor' fi his message 
9 is li at st. 
20 We're s i an We s 
21 through a crisis. 
22 F • I ll to the 
23 Governor un ss we money into ation, we're to 
24 lose the battle. Now, $47 llion t is i to 
25 go for naught unless we start some s. 
26 I'm going to take this opportuni to is on 
27 the drawing board for an educational that is i 




























MS. FRAZIEAR: Before I answer that, 
corrPctions. 
I talked 33 t r 
is nc't all in assessment. On 7CC 000 of 
13 
me make some 
norit es, 
at is, not 




6.8, 33 rcent is going into the minority 
CHAIRPERSON WATSON: Where is the other going? 
MS. FRAZIEAR: That's statewide for the other high 
not statewide, but that is for hi -risk populations, 
the homosexual/bisexual. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: No, I dre\v on t 33 percent in the 
ring, s I am minority community. This is a 
zeroing in on that statement. 
MS. FRAZIEAR: Okay. 
e Governor d veto 
ity AIDS 
done this year, even 
ation bi , we take 
$350,000 out of our and give it to tment of Education 
CHAIRPERSON WATSON: What are we do ng to ire 
schools? Are we i a 






What we have done this year, while it is not i to 
e students per se, we are 
schools, which is a 


































We have not ired Educat 
don't see that on the front burner. It m 
continue to work with school 





but we 11 
re se. 
to start our What occurs to me is that we 
young people. They are becoming sexual act in elementary 
school. They, too, need to s 
I saw a very sophisticated curr 
by the people in New York's Department of at 
developed it in conjunction with the Legislature, with 
Governor's Office, community groups. Each of the 
community that would have interest in area sat and 
talked about how we should start orienting young people to be 
able to protect themselves from the menace threatens all of 
us. And what I saw was not of sive. It was ing that I 
think most parents would want ir chi to a of. 
They appeared not to had the k of opposition that we have 
when we talk about sex ation or AIDS 
schools. 
Of course, you 
did not bog themselves down 
opportunity for parents to be 
moral 
le 
those classes, but they are doing 
I would hope that ve 
Department of AIDS of we 
i 
near 
at in our 
1 arguments, but 
of an 
i out of i 
th 
regard. Even if it doesn't come from d ion, there will : 
be those of us that will legislat I that 
15 
we 1 il have t , ar 1 1 g 
s i 
4 
re dmm i::: line, 
5 
because I th if et. into t 1 we are just 
qhting ndmills. So, we're going to be ing 
7 dlrection. 
8 
Thank you .so ch being ere tod~y. 
9 
MS. FRAZIEAR: You're welcome. 
10 CHAIRPERSON WATSON: I'd 1 to cal nm.; Cr. Cabwell 
II Ev.:ws, the Ass stant irector e s les 
12 t.ment of Rea 
13 
Dr. Evans, thank o much 
14 tter on I lewood Women's 
l5 H 
but I 
16 re son 
17 1 er. 
18 DR. CA 
19 mo ing Sena r i t 
20 
21 a sed ve 
rtant f i s. 
As the third ank ta 
24 f cases, fa a 1 terms of 
25 its fight inst AIDS 
26 end ober, 1 9 
27 3,86 cases o AIDS. Of a g 4 ls have d 
28 
16 
Of the 3,869 c ses, 14 percent of , or 5 2, be 
2 Black and 5 percent o group, or 594, are Hi ic 
3 CHAIRPERSON WATSON: Can you rcen s 
4 again, please? 
5 DR. CASWELL EVANS: •rot cases: 3,869; Black, 
6 14, representing 542; rcent Hispanic 15, senti 594. 
7 The majority of cases in Los is 70 
8 percent, to date have been amongst i s, and 
9 the local gay community hasr for the most , responded 
10 promptly and compassionately to this disease 
11 Black and Hispanic communit s, yet to 
12 fully come to grips with this epidemic, it is on is point 
13 that I will focus my remarks this morning. 
14 It is my belief and observation that local minority 
15 communities may be at a h r risk for AIDS 
16 e l 
l the compared, to rosexual .J.. 
17 population. This may happening several reasons. One 
18 reason is the disproportionate of iti con tit.ut 
19 IV using To 3 , or 109 
20 cases of AIDS in Los Ange s , are str 
21 heterosexual IV drug users, f tota cases, 
22 regardless of sexual i havi used IV drugs. 
23 Of the 109 heterosexual IV users, 39 of the cases 
24 are Black, and 32 percent of those cases are Hispan This 





The e feet IV drug latiol1 on AI S 
2 e and re 
be r-stre s r 
i r theJ..r cases 
5 c--:oming directly out 0 t ng 
6 rnrrespondir,gly, over of ir ase are OW com out of 
7 the rni11Ur i ati s 
8 In Los s est core lation 
9 of IV d users in exces 0,0 0 nd ls, we estint&te 
' basPd upon c·ur IliO :S t recent seroprevalence s 10 
II imate 5 of those J s it e 
!2 fer human immu i s lV If that is case 1 
en that 76,0 0 ls who are IV d 
14 users tracti is disease who wou 
5 l 
!6 ml!wri That 
17 
!R add res 1 bee r a] 
19 opportunl s on. 
20 Wh 
21 se 1 ru HIV, when 
compa re 
1 na t st 
24 c imbinq, t t AIDS case ;,;, are 1 to 
25 be the s f d sease 
26 f doe it s 
27 cted thun ites s nee IV ru rs 




























Worsen the p cture is 
-- HIV transmi sion 
users and their sexua 
heterosexual a 




cases of AIDS; 12 of those cases are trans 











s at ri 
ity. 
ta about a disease 
so a disease will 
of sons i 
cs are more at risk 





CHAIRPERSON WATSON: You mean 
DR. CASWELL EVANS: meant to s 
CHAIRPEESON 
DR. CASWELL EVANS: Oh, I' 
ears are p can 
I meant to s 1 
HIV tran s IDS become 
ern is not 













many persons have 
as a result of lack 
to is fatal disease 
l rmat on ssmen 
discussing the modes of tran ssi 
19 
It is clearly an u r;at c 
pr i:e s t l ~rre h ve to 
date. 
4 
At lS ; d l.Lkt: surr..mar ze f AIDS 
5 
?:>ducation and ic·n activi J.e c ucted by the Los Angeles 
6 
County Department of Health S ces and currently place 
7 
in minority comreunit es. 
We have m nor sta":f in Black and Hi 
corr,rrun i ties within our over ll AIDS education We 
10 
provide outreach throuqh training sessions, sentations, 
II 
cocrdinatjon of conferences for communi rs, liaison with 
12 
communi planni , and c ate serv ces among 
13 
subcontract aqencies. We heal ser'.l ct_)s 
14 
intended to pre'Jent of HIV i feet to s 
15 
ccrc~muni organiz s and we 11 soon be 
16 
ndertaking an AIDS heal c.ticn pl oq i 
17 
fad J ities. 
lX 
Y,Je re not e ces a r. 
19 
There are growing numhPrs o f ies a so 
20 providi s rn t s . 
till .c too l. numbers of ose ecre:r ie 
ar ay 0 ssful our 
ation efforts been; o lan to measure the 
24 level of j y understa ing o a 
25 2 t:i ruclP ctnd behavior survey to be ler.::ented a 
26 bUbcontract agen 
2 
share sf 
our ss s lear 



























area as personal as sexuali or 
we rece i 
in 






23 and serv 


















population. There's obvious i s mess a out to 
.rt:e t.radi al lnS i t. s al 
d treatment ta i a th 
4 C in C'S 1 £ se cases, sage is ting out 
5 
tc on t of the a ion. t t needs to 
6 h~ar the message, aps t and at very 
least deve a greater under nding of AIDS is cert~in 
than groups that would be attending the ous mentioned 
9 services. 
10 We need to the word out to entire ation, 
II rind we think how to do this o we c n 
12 in the mos~ effect manner, c in 
13 are obvious key focal for dissend 
14 iDformat But arc l e 
15 ccng wait, i 
16 be av~ilable to ear a 
17 cun ;,_dcr a loca such 
IX dentists offices, fast food rest an 
19 rental stores convenience stores, malls, and 
20 y d e 
2i \vht-re mes s g 
22 u~c:n hP weE's age A me sa 
obvious }' to d 
24 del a en a 
25 cl1nic. 
26 Our goal is sem ion i an 
')7 
-I 




































source of rect or 
services or 
to date s cons 
local areas to fund 
commun , &nd certa 
assistance. 
The State 
se mon s are 
g However 
lUDS 
to re a 
wou fi 











s s a 
































believe it is o 
, I d l 
utrnos 
contracts services direc 




OCa eve . s would be a good 
to add one i comment. I 
i and when e State 
i agenc s, that 
1 hea departrr:ent and 
jurisdictions so that we can avoid d li at on of 
better coordinate our activitie . 
efforts and 
I nk 




sJow ir; ut liz n 
been s r,g 
move. I 
J I 
actually anni g. 
g slation 
l t n 
lnn to do in new 
DP. 
i jtiated a f o-y 
ve is rtuni to address 
to swer s ons if 
bePn a b t 
t to 
i seve 1 pi s of 
i ce 
of 
pl pro ec dent the 
24 
:tSSUt:S 1 magn tude of lem, and o out some o r 
2 
jons over the f ar period so ss 
3 
a broader time-frame as oppo to just ng and 
4 budget horiL:ons. 
5 
Some of our lay in s our to 
6 a beLter sense from some of the preliminary ion coming 
7 out of the f plan, so at our 
8 projects can be in keeping with the overall intent 
9 year plan. 
10 We would expect, however, all of our expenditures 
II will be completed as anned within is tis al year, don't 
12 feel that the delay in any way j zes that act 
13 For the future, I ink, s I stated I it s ve 
14 important for additional s de policy, e ial area 
15 "vJOU e AIDS ation n I that the 
16 potential for young le to increase t ir ri of transm ion 
17 is growing, is grow I am ve conce about~ 
18 thP a far rap 0 it s 
19 s s IV 
;J ~r 
\..AJ.. s ion 
20 think that we have th come to gr s 
21 ei r at the Oil<)l PVe or at Sta leve 
22 level. 
23 Per the data that I reported to , we would per 
24 onr eHtimate in Los Angeles Coun 76 00 
25 users who are at h risk by virtue of at. act i This 
26 group represents the largest known reservoir of t 1 IV 




Df:':f~cl to real come to gr with. inki n 
2 tcrr.H; cf a sed t l n 
in terms of ncr ance slots becbuse if 
4 there is a tion rtuni re we have a and 
c~loulable risk, it is c ear n the IV drug us populat2on e:n: 
this point in t 
7 CHAIRWOIVIAN WATSON Your f -year plan is being 
8 developed at the current t How will it be before you 
finish the p and to some ? 
lO DH. CASWELL EVANS: Well, we're not tting our current 
!I year's activities on hold. We have programs We do 
12 have services unde So, our system is not on ho ing 
the outcomP of the f e-year plan, we would have the 
14 -year plan availab to us ry, 1988 And we wou 
15 ct that that plan, t re to us 
16 finalizing s 89 nd s years. 
17 CHAIRWOMAN way we have 
8 r money, our Il Lhc tatP 
J;: 
J~ 
19 California a at our gone to research 
20 resea cus trea and 
21 Not gone tion and 
evention. 
In tat ion heard of c:onLract ng 
24 v::U: a p ivate concern to and tPs tudes among 
25 ~tupLe, if I have it correct in the minori communi If 
26 not, you c?r correct me. And I'm a bit concerned don't 
27 continue going down the of i a of our money 
28 
AIDS is kind of re , and rmu 
on nd not real nto 
2 
I wou a State 
4 
first, I i n 
5 
local Department of He a Serv 
6 
programs is a good one, one I so 
7 
that you 11 know what we're i 
8 
about the business of i outre 
9 
I am not quite so sure I you scr what 
lO 
outreach programs are that are in existence now 
ll 
would be, say, in '88 promoting. Can jus run se 
12 
past me very quickly? 
l3 




We have subcontracts i 
16 
ies wou con 
l7 
corr~unity groups communi to 
18 
those ind uals sort of on an 
19 
t. So that these rs 
20 izat s and some 
21 
We work schoo 
22 
that an interes i AIDS, and we 
23 
s re we fee r 
24 
a but to to 
25 Certa add 
26 alternative testing, both on an basis so 
27 loping the conf 1 c i f 
28 
27 
There·' s a dea of heal educ&t goes on at 
acti vi t.y. 
In our are add 1 
4 methadc,ne rna in ten e ts. We c our c1 
contract agen i ensur that have a designa 
6 Excuse me on that a done 
7 maintenance and me 
How large is that ran, in Los s County? 
9 D
n n. CASV!ELL EVANS: In terms of the s of slots? 
10 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Yes. 
II DR. CASWELL EVANS: I don't havP the ifics oi t, 
12 St:nator Watson. We are enhancing, number of slots 
13 that we do have. I'm just not t th s point in t I can 
14 that information to you, I just 't know offhand number 
15 of slots that we do do we are enhancing 
16 thuse rs of s s and br1 ng of i 
17 tn get more e re ing use. 
liS CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I 'm hearing I'm 
19 libtening for, and is, that the County has set up 
20 directly to affect se who are at ri nor 
21 communities a act out. I 
n , and hear l se ir number 
of slots in the methadone mai tena I don t hear 
r-nough about what the Coun is do direct 
25 You're the base that we're go n 0 to on at 
26 the State level. And certa ly, you we go 






























' to be the col ive spot that les these ink 
when we talk about outreach, your communi 
at the local level. I th you are goj do 
direct programs to the high-risk communi 
There are outfits out re been some 
things that are innovative and creat eftect to 
serve the masses of people L.A. Coun a a 
crisis level that I don't think these small communi sed 
facil i t.ies Rre going to have the resources to do more. 
You talked about $100,000 appropriat s. That's 
couple of salaries, rent, and other ind of sort a~d rd 
materials that ~re necessary. 
I think the , 1 our 1 system, is 
going to have to he the resource of st resort. 
I certain just recommend 
more in terms of direct outreach, we 
I will try at State level, to see 
to the county level -- ause .1. 
is, and I think you've i 
handle such direct programs. th I 
in tha·t area. 
DR. CASWELL EVANS: would ce a 
v~ry high priority with us. 
Frankly speaking, though we have 
ge·tting more community organizations to 
pr1ority need in the commun and en 












a ot of time 
ize AIDS as a 
t to be 
29 
Fpcnding their organizational resources ene on. That 
2 
effort is now paying o f, rs cf we ave increasi 
orgar.izations wan us a same t we 
4 
are prepared to So, I m certainly encour i them. 
the future. J couldn't agree w you more. 
5 
6 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSOL\i: There's one o hosp s in 
7 
County system tlwt has working They have orgcni?ed a 
X 
program out of their Department of Family Medicine. What they're 
9 
doing is, they're training their doctors; 1r resident doctors 
10 
and interns, who then work with the family, and from the family 
II 
to the schools. And these rams are operated doctors, 
12 
thosc_j who knovJ something about is disease and how it af ts 
the body. And they're training s like ves to go out 
14 
and train people wi the educational communi 
15 
Th1s is someth ng t has struck as use~ l, and 
16 
l intend to piece of legislation wouJd 
17 
use that as a pilot, au if we can 
IX 
medical coimnuni direct into it, e ial se 
19 
community groups that 're try to convince that have a 
20 
role to play, I think we re on the r 
::J 
There js too much misin there 's too 
~1 t e understanding, e al e mi j communi I 
think people ~en t rea ly understand biology 
24 think we're going to to se ica communi more. 
25 I just mention to you, and to talk to you at 






























Thank you so very much, Doctor. 
testimony. 
DR. CASWELL EVANS: Thank 
I appreciate 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Dr. Pat Evans, Associate ical 
Director with the AIDS Off 
of Healt.h. 
DR. PATRICIA EVANS: 
, from San Francisco 
mon;i name is Dr 
t 
Patricia Evans, and I'm here representing Dr. David We from 
the Department, who is head of the of Publ Health in 
San Francisco. I am the Associate Hedicr~l Director of the A.IDS 
Office for the San Francisco Department of Public Health, and I'm 
also the Branch Chief of the Prevention and Educat Section. 
I have submitted some written information to you. One 
of the things I'd like to point out is 
thar you have is our monthly statis ics 
the last sheet 
y I 8 
11/30 of '87. as you can see there, we ve a cumulat 
total of 4,111 cases of AIDS, and 2,458 
In terms of ethnic minority 
of AIDS. 
, if 
second page, you'll see that Black cons itute 6.4 
total population; Latinos 7.2 percent; Asian-Pacif 
1.8 percent; and Native Americans .1 ent. 
I app this opportuni to testify 
minority communities in relationsh to Bl s and 




ing AIDS in 
ics. 
oversight, but I see that in the testimony that will fol , that 
rhe ?.sian communities as well as the Nat Amer s are going 
to be re~resented. These two groups are oftent s 
31 
because tend c 




As a Bl fern a fess to f all 
6 
rninori ty ccn:nnmi ties, r entire ack 
7 
communi which is heterogeneou minori 
communities. re are er s s 'm sure, can ter 
9 
address ~he needs of ir re es. 
10 I would l first to ide some itional background 
II information on ethnic minori statistics rom San Franc sco. 
12 Since 1981, when onJy 4 norit s were sented n 
statistics -- 2 were E ack and 2 were Latinos has a 
14 
5C-fold increase in minority tation also 
15 
~.rut, t;;at ic 
16 I i Dumber of 
17 A ns cases is 72. f 
I?\ Fi no, 0 ?.3. en are 
19 Chinese, and the ted Vietnamese, 
20 Po esian/ awa 
P ior to 
untl in i at 
23 tll c 
h d in 
25 t three. 
26 r d renee ex s 





























among Blacks are qAy/bisexual men who do and DOt use 
For t h<-' Latino und As1an communi ties, these numbc· s are 9 3 and 8 9 
perc~nt respective to 97 
The national statistics differ s 







California will not forever be protected by the 
lJr,le~s effective strateg s to reach minori 
fv1ountains 
at 
aeveloped, the national statistics will become a reali 
California. 
s are 
I'd like to point out why I think that ethnic minori 
communi t.ies are at ir1creased risk, and I some statist s 
here in relationship to the rates of ilis in San Francisco 
for 1987, looking at prima and early latent 
syphilis. If we look at the ic I we 
males, tberc were 90 cases; amongst Bla t y,ras 18 
and other, 132; and Asians 8 . If we look t 
v;re' re talk about 9 Wh 88 B 36 
on 2 for As1.ans. 
We tend to at rates of i 
seems to be much better than the ing for 
got this inforrnatlon irom Dr. Gail Bolan, who a 
genernlly speaking, syphilis is 80 pe 
whereas gonorrhea may be reported only 50 percent of 








abuse corr~unity, we can see that ere is a so inc r sk or 
minority populations. Between July and of 1987 San 
Pzanc1.sco, there w2re 1,688 ssions for detoxif 
33 
polyd use. Of' se 6 2 Blacl: 4 
2 percent ·[-
I' or a 1 3 ss s 
4 vli t }:1 58 percent White; rc ent Lat l!;z 
5 rcent Asian; and 2 percent N2t J,mer can. 
6 Compar1.ng se fi s wi the census data for 
7 San Francjscc, Dlacks and Nat Amer s are -represented 
since they cons i .4 and *4 rcent of total population 
9 respectively n San Franc s 
10 In San Francisco, t of Public Health has 
ll played a central c nating role anni 
12 rams for community 
13 ~ell as for the minori commun I vmuld l to just bri f 
14 describe how we see our ro th 
15 e o ve 
16 hE'ard 1 of bur 
17 act in to 
18 p sc 
19 apparent at ve c 
y/bisexua cowmun 
21 he word of be 
the same n seem 
to be ion 
24 communi -based z i rd n 
25 re tionship this 
26 The sncc l f s 
























can access the 
Enc~ nf ~h risk behavi groups is un 
separately. becat~se al 
communities, more lnbor-in s 
educate the populace. Use f 
evidenced by the surveys conducted i 
cornrmmi t s in San Francisco Pol a 
Corporation, as well as by Fai 
a use 've ment I'd l 
use of surveys 
San Francisco. 
tc point out 
we have found se to be extreme 
The s 
we need to develop our educational 
surveys also assist us in redes 
us 
and 
e~ucational messages that to be given to 
For le, 
Fr~ncisco this year, we 
even see AIDS as the 
the art disease 
a ve job, 
oPe and two pr 
so 
it es. 
is communi , we're go 
the Bl 
So, be 
educational message AIDS. We're go 









With respect to disseminati in 
our efforts have red 











:I' fll tAlking about State-fln:ded projPcts. Current prooesD 
requires 1 or dis l of a r a 
3 production costs have is aces agenc s at 
4 extreme risk, especial State s not a 
5 mAterial 
6 And as you ard Ms. Fraz mention 11 not 
7 allow the use of sl I'm 11ot sure how to reach 
8 the IV drug using lat -- some of the we 
9 hav~ to reach are in school as well as out of school some of 
10 high-risk women that to reached a so I 
II bisexual communi e ic nori less v::e 
12 1annnaces -' ~ they understand and can relate to And 














will not be ab to reach these con~unities wi State funding 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON Just a cornmer.t. 
couldn 1 t agree you I 
vc-:rious program directors ou I s 
"Pow are you success ?" 
The first t do is, send forme add ts 
(;1} • These are t are 
w th the IV drug user. So I wou 
and they're doing a real 
bu among e minor tie 







IV user . 
street vernacular, and do street talk. 
Putt1 it in writiJ is ing. 


































a way that can be received, and thi it can e 
inoffens 
vie must get our 
I hear the discuss and 
they are in my Committee, and I cou 
saying more. I'm hopilHj that \ve can 
Legislature in this comi session to 
hands. We've got to reach se 
people. We have to do'outreach. 
I think what we need to do -- s you 
Dr. Evans has mentioned, and I think Ms. FrRz 
say also --
successful with 
we need to find the 
the commun 
buttress these groups. G 
s a program that's 




our process for gett 










As the Branch Chief or revent 
to review all materials 
that it's medically correct. Pr 

















Focus group~> an=: the target populatic,r th;:~t: the mater has to 
2 




them. Is it reall 1ng to muke a difference for them. 
6 And the~ from the focus group, the c0mmunity-Lasea 
7 organization takes that informat back and irects their 
8 purticular content. It comes into our office for the medical 
9 review, and then if it is federally funded, we also have a Center 
!0 for Disease Control review panel ews if for the 
ll r0asonableness of the material. And that means is, whether 
12 or not a reasonable adult will object to materials ing 
!3 produced. 
14 It is interesting that in terms f that panel i is 
15 multi-ethnic: it has one on it; it has women; has men 
16 it, so it's a very well- group. And thev not 
cny of our materials thus far to 
18 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Do have descr lOll is 
19 procedure t.hat use that we could ? 
20 DR. PATRICIA EVANS: I il send to you. 
2l CHAIR~vOMAN WATSON 
22 DR. PAT:RICIII. EVANS IDS formation and counse ing 
23 nl:·~::·ds to be disseminated in R t.h 11 al the 
~ t~rqet qroups to be reached forma and 1n ormal. And I 
25 with you that we need to get people out on he streets. 




For example, i San Fran isco a s 
outrr=c,1ch progr<.1m g red towards IV u i 
3 
treatment. This was done in con 
4 and PAtrick Bi i have c a 
5 program together. They a 11 tra i 
6 their street outreach workers, who o t are ex-
7 ust=>rs. So, they know the ve ar o 
8 where to go. They know who to see and are 
9 leaders of those particular areas i that out 
lO from ethnography. And they, in turn, go to shoot 
II galleries, because we do have some in San Francisco; vv'i go 
12 out on the streets to reach IV users ctre not 1 
13 treatment. They provi them one-ounce bleach bott s 
14 instruct them on how to c also 
15 therr wi condoms and a 1 
16 as well as g demonstrat i 
17 streets, and also prov th 
18 infornation. For those who w sh ls 
19 are made. For those to i 
20 services, referrals are made, too 
21 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON Dr. J te 
22 that J:;eople rht=> ADOPT ram thei s 
23 Cali ia, and are j up ir own label • 
24 don't have any money, and so i ls. 
25 Bu I must us for st 
26 littJe pJastic bottles 






























DR. PATRICIA EVANS: You had also asked a question about 
m2nrl2tory testing, and I think the issue should be more mandata 
education. And mandatory education would be much better in the 
sites that you havP mentioned, such as in the jails, in the 
family planning clinics, perinatal clinics, and elsewtere. 
One of the things that we do in San Francisco with 
alternative test sites that we pride ourselves on is the fact 
that it is an anonymous program. There have been evaluations of 
this program recently conducted by Havassey and Moulton, 
PPtitled, "Evaluation of the San Francisco AIDS Antibody 
AlternatlVe Test Site Program, 1987." And one of the questions 
that was asked of the people who went into the clinic wac whether 
or not they would use it if it were not anonymous. And from the 
table that I submitted to you, 46 percent of Whites said that 
they would not go for testing; 28 percent uf Blacks said no; 44 
percent of Latinos said no; and 40 percent of Asian and Others 
said they would not go for testing if it were not anonymous. 
Again, for us, anonymity also means voluntary, and I 
think that's the key. 
And again, to ide the mandatory education to the 
other areas that you've ~entioned, such as the sexual 
tran~~mitted disease clin s, substance abuse clinics, I think, is 
a key that needs to be done. 
I would like to make the following recommendations. 
think the use of surveys in winority communities are a must. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Let me stop you there. 






















It was interesting listening to one of the rs in 
She Sdid that she was talk of BJ a 
people who were highly at risk, and 
to a y 
ment AIDS 
virus was transmitted through seru.en. is one woman sa 
"Oh, my husband's not a seaman, so I don't have any prob 
(Laughter.) 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: That's an actual case. 
DR. PATRICIA EVANS: That's right. 
CHAIRWOMAN V'JATSON; And they go on and on and on. I can 
entertain you for the rest of the morning with those kinds of 
responses. 
DR. PATRICIA EVANS: I can agree wi you 
What we have done in San Francisco, we get money and 
we subcontract it out to a group. And this is all done a 
competitive bid process. 
In terms of t-vw groups so 
in the minority community, one was done Pol ris Resea and 
Design Corporation, which is a i -mmed The other 
one was done by another research firm wh is White, but 
did it in conjunction th a I.atino communi ization, 
21 so that there was a base from which they could work. 





research design is set up by our off We 
our cffice who know exactly how many people 
tor us to get any statistically significant 
different cells within that particular group 





So is is ho\>17 our 
41 
We resurvey the lation to ascertain wh r or not 
2 
the educational ef rLs at we ing t year 
3 
h ve b~en effective. And also s to redefine and 
4 
re~esign our educational roes ages need to go on for the 
folJov;ing 
6 So, I think that these are extreme important. 
7 We have done, in terms f e A!: an communi , we have 
8 }cc·kecl at trying to access that com:r.mnity: sowed a mini-focus 
group for that particular population. We do know that there are 
10 over 32 -- there are 32 Asian communities in San Francisco. And 
II so, we are going to conduct a s~rvey. The groups we will look at 
12 will_ be those groups most affected in term!:) of AIDS cases, so 
we're talking al>out the Fil inos, the Ja ese, Chinese in terms 
14 of the three h Pt. 
15 The r thing, too I ~b li t of a 
16 lvcal r evim·: boa I which wou much more he 
, 
for us at .L 
17 the local level, hav ng the State iew eclncational 
materials. And what I would recommend is that for those 
19 commu11i ties which have a Center for Disease Centro panel already 
20 establ i sht=;c, at these at as al ew panel. 
2l I'd like to s h re and entertain also, I d like to 
,, see mandatory ion rathPr an testi , aLd also 
tc increase +:he utilization of nontra i l approaches to 
24 access the hard-to-reach populations. 
We also nePd to eva te whet r or not se 
26 nontraditional approach<=:s really do work. I thi that 
27 becdube just say that we're going to do i doesn't real 
21\ Uut lt is ef tive. 
l
. c ,, key, 
rue an 
2 
I' like to £: here and entertain any questi 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: You mentioned cornmun 
3 group. Would you e rate on ? 
4 DR. PATRICIA EVANS: Yes. As I sa San Francisco 
5 we have the Center for Disease Control wh we are 
6 required to have when we produce educational materials with 
7 funding from the CDC. 
8 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: So that s off al CDC --
9 DR. PATRICIA EVANS: That's correct. And this is ly 
10 in relationship to our a tive test -- not to the alternative 
II test site program, but to our health educat r]sk reduction 
12 program. So, all of our materials will have be 
13 that committee. And is to see whether or not a reason le 
14 adult wou object to the material. 
5 And in, I till review it medical content, 
16 there's still s ich are 
l7 lat s we are to reach t review material 
18 to see wh material is rea go g 
19 the mes v;c' 1.e rying to acros . 
20 So, tlu-.:~re are t ree levels of n San F l 
21 currently. 
22 CHAIRWOlYJAN vvATSON ThE> structure go 
23 Coun of Health Services? 
24 DR. PATRICIA Ye , 1 5 the t 
25 currently. 




No further queEticns, and. 
appreciate y0ur tes 
l.\ow, Dr. S rn .c: L rancisco General 
Hospital, AIDS Activi 
DR. HEP'f\;JI,NDEZ: Good rr:crn ing 1 Senator Watson 1 Ccr.,mi t t.ee 
6 Members. 
7 What I'd 1 do t.ual talk less 
statistics and a 1 t b t re about the e t I sec in 
9 the <"lltpatier:t department ient ho it~] ward for 
10 AIDS patients ~~ Sun Francisco General. 
II I carne on of his year, it hecarne 
12 clear that in San Francisco, the AIDS ic had in iact gone 
13 way beyond the gay White male t and in fact what 
14 v1e' re beg inn to see San Franc1 Gener~ Ho ital were a 
15 C'reat r f ga bi 
In T 'ame on clinic at ss a 
l1t::?ec1 ~ ~ thctt: time for a i u L-17 an who was 
IX et' J turally sensi t to e:nound SPXUal a 
19 ho!T'osexuali in the Latin ture. 
20 vlh at I d 1 ike pc de ite 
21 fact t's true naticna in 
t~e categories of risk actors terosexual 
23 iatr ca n San Francisco of 
thE: 30C Lotlnc c ses to date, 86 ent of them are 
homosexual and bisexua men. ow many of hose are bi exual we 




























But what I'd like to do is 
1 le b sent to you a case of a b 
care of at San Francisco General, to 
points one is regarding mandatory te 
of bisexuality that we have not yet come to 
because the potential for heterosexual tran 
ial for spread into atr 
1 se real in this bisexual component, of 
don't know because we count bisexual and 
same category group. 
Three months ago, a gentleman 
room, which is a very typical place for all 
I 
ssion is real 
we really 
men in the 
44 
to the emergency 
of co to 
present initially with their AIDS diagnosis. This gentleman is a 
35-year-old man originally from Mexico who has lived in the 
Uni 
ages 
States for ten years. He's marr 
and five. He presented to 
time with what was felt to be appendicitis. 
He was taken to surgery. He 
hi , had never been hospitalized 
blood transfusions. He was 
fact inflamed. It went to 
to 
s two i 




sit for Kaposi sarcoma. 
The ient was then interv 
had the patient regarding any ri 
disease. He denied any risk factor 
homosexual contacts in the past and any 
transfus s. He said he had been marri 
ians who 
s blood 
s s to a 
45 
woman from Mexico a s, with se 
2 
children. 
that time t en to 
obtain a h s in s is p ingual 
Sp0r:jsh, alth does spe <Jine sic] and as well to 
6 
address the 1ssue of whether or not be ant tested 
7 
since he had Kapos c:rcoma, i to da this populau .. on 
8 would be considered an AIDS diagnosis even without antibody 
9 
10 &e actually v1as consented fer anti test ng via an 
interpreter before .,.. saw ient . is ant statu~ came J.. 1 I 
12 back positive. 
P. .. t time T saw ient in se 'l;lhen he had .L 13 
14 presented, shortly after h1s was found his 
15 
uj:pF~N'l j X, with hi f s Eti ia. At 
that t T e w i -'-16 
17 history in ish d y r'""'fused 
18 any homosexual contact.E'. 
Dur a +: it nn - we do 19 
20 havr~ an AIDS ward is 
21 p<.l"tient was adm the 
sri nl, ancl t ce 1 
the patient w at it wa a g 
ward. T was c te::d h se 0 er team at t t .L 
25 s i ' 
"We'd l to move s ent Cj ~b 1efusing 
26 t~c: gcfl hThat shou we d ?" sa -1 eave im 




























We talked again at that time, 
of the way he is virus was 
in his last trip to Mexico a 







This patient re to 
a, quote, "gay ward 11 , and at that 
go up to 
time we had 
5-A ause it 
'"'"''""'"'rs of the 
s 
Shanti group -- a volunteer organizat 
support -- visit the patient. And it turned out 




the company of other hoinosexual and bisexual men. It eventually 
did become known that in fact he had 
although the quantity was not known. 
homosexual encounters, 
I continued to see this ient in San Franc sco General 
Hospital on the AIDS ward. I have recommended to h 
wife, both joint and s 
She refused ant 
medical records 11 









I bring this case to your po 
think that one of the best ways to educate 
to personalize AIDS. 
numbers. 
IS to 
I also bring it to your attention 
the bisexual component has been large over 
because we don't know where to fine bisexual men, 





























that they s t same reat ose2~ual socie , to 
children s s 
Francisco, rerr: n 
homosc:xual r:: hi 
And final s of testing. 
The federal rnment added on required ant testinc for 
yinc:r to amne as s all aware. What 
has hc:ppencd s t of is te for nt testing is 
the fact that nobody's app nc- for amnesty, either becau:::c ·they 
~0~r they will be ant y positive, for ar that in fact the 
:c ctmnes r c 
become legal citizens o s oun 
What it s in act done to the c se 
vou is kept woman 
nt 







ial i at ri 
ng 
people to 
: presented to 
who 
med cal care 
fe l in s a cu tural 
ha virtue 
not. 
been ve w s 
dddlt to t 
l tural 
tctcos around these g c 
te rr.P ndously, 
p r i w a :i J v t; th s t 1 unae C3 care and 


























I have discussed ir sexual relat 
frankly with both of them, and his wife told me 
think is very important, 
spoke to me in Spanish: 
that is that, 
husba 's 







business. I'm his wife, and I'll stick by him to the end, and I 
don't want to have any more quest 
contacts outside of the horne." 
s 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Now with 
then do surveys to find out from these populat 
situation is? 





Pat mentioned the surveys that were done in San 
Francisco. What I'd like to do is tell you about the survey that 
was done in the Latino community. Bili 
were sent out using census block data to 
population, whi primarily is 
Francisco. They went to 400 
administered primarily 89 




as a health risk, and also some in 




Things were very surprising in that 
was overwhelmingly the opinion of the peop 






26 It was done in their language, in their home - and what came out 
27 
28 
of that survey was something that is quite is to most of 
49 
know La ino people or are La 1 and that was at 
in fact Latino educa 
should 
rl c: i ery tant 
AnC. ir, to at t a t of their .Lth 
6 
iGformation comes f radio ana television and not froro written 
7 mab'"rials. This ~/ hGIS s do wi educational 
J (;'\ltd. s. t 6G rcent were h ocJ. }evel or less in 
tern:~; 0 1 education. And it's some ll:lSJ we ve known .L 9 
10 in fact to be true, despite the act many of the pamphlets 
II were originally pr ted in Rnglish were subs t 
12 transl ted, nlmost literally, nto rd out at 
various health cl n cs a e erne rooms n San Francisco. 
14 That in fact, ve l e ln ad rea ten t 
15 
16 'I'here wa v S a e 
17 fu ing the ed to 
liS 
the Latino AIDS p l v 
19 risk factors ve 
20 l:JO]JU r c:rnonq le. ve 
21 w1cie ed i s t. s 
to Mex o, to s 
that it's qu 0 a 0 
24 s i s 
25 cized en 14, e Spani 
26 elevision stati n San comment rom a 1 
,.., 
-I 



























is some controversy 
StJtc~' go r;g 0 fu th s agai 
"expl statements 11 var 1 
video is Spani 
So that I th in is 
conservative culture, if you will, both 
somewhat politically, this 
the fact that it has now run 
was 
a 












I think that it's to re ize that Latino 
people need to have materials developed 
Latinos, not merely translations o th 
written in English, because 
It's interesting 
patient I presented to 
had seen this v 
that the var ri 
to get AIDS. So even 
s 




reach her through v f we 
other more usual means 
contacts to get ant tes 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I 
now have English as 
this State of Cali 




















I st s s ns t on, because 
2 
V~rord s, i i Japane e 
anu Chinese f ress 
a con 
4 
s to se 
tat<;;t:t g re i n the l that 
6 
they can rstand, s t confli ~c 
7 
we'll have the s s s the 
8 
langunge. 
th t al or opens d iscd mina tion 
10 
1r t:t~is , and I 11 c se I'm 
II 
sendirg out a rnes too, to fv!s F iea is issue 
12 
so that we don't ace ta back i to that wi 
can't get materials out that real rea popu ations. 
14 
DR. HERNANDEZ Dr. Eva use of 
l5 




the way to s Lha are 
18 
tbc and a do 
19 
think at i 
20 
bee se we!v t ss 
-,, CHA RWOMAN of _, 
'' 
,lotion not bu n ty 'ltl€ 11, 
is ind o s 1 s e. o, we 
24 dea with at f rs a break 
2S tb2t barr r be can 
ec te ry much. 









































MS. FOWLES: you, Senator Watson. 
morn I'd like to 
for this opportunity to to you. 
I am the Public Health 
Supervisorial District i Los 
16 Supervisor 













a Dr. S 
to reiterate 





les has seven areas in 
Hol1 , Li 
Angeles and South 
p as at a test 






to 1 of you 
ssioner the Second 
i Board 
s Dr 11 Evans 
isco, 
note f Los 
ce Ing 
L.A , East Los 
area 
53 
\\'e .c t e cal .L ions le 
2 ssed AIDS in ssue 
3 part 
4 CHAIRWOMAN re, do 
5 kno-v: if tb i A the last 
6 l\1S. FOWLES: We are d ing it 
7 because the number are the linics 
8 that are doing the tes ing not h for the res s of the 
9 area. We're find 's is from 
10 outside the area are ng to cl nic s the areas 
ll are 1 tifi as at h st ri 's fact 
12 they do not want to te t , of 
13 course, and want to sure that access to 
14 anonymity and complete secrecy on 0 elves. 







be funded. t tura 
23 d rsi f persons 
24 who are at h st risk, s ich 





































n AIDS treatment 
acces r 
stores, Hispanic communities -- 1 
clubs, whatever small re are. 
I so 
community organizat s, or any of 
AIDS education, plan to be invo 
they do utilize recommended survey 
been discussed already, and that 
literally s ne 
We know Los 




5- 8 s, 
to be's", those 
that young 
community, that 
and is H 
are at 
c corrrmun 





to the fact that are not eat 
at the latest issues of in 
journals, we find that 
ion 




















pc:.:sons e overa 1 iene and t bases are and 
ey become tran itted 
d seases self. 
4 So J l reiterate for 
5 
alternat s 0 and to look at more 
6 creative me~ns of e are goi to 
7 be at h st r:i for next five s, 
sc that we don't wa for ive-year riod to expire, 
9 because those le ll be expiring as ime on. 
10 Thank you much. 
I I CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Thank 
12 c S a i ~1 nor IDS P , St. Mary's 
, Medica 1 Center. 
14 MS. STAIN: name s m t;i 
15 Minori A DS 
6 Our c f'' ...:1ce of 
17 DS to tmen 
18 minori l South Bay 
19 area. Our ta 0 i es surround 
20 the 
21 at St. 
Mctl. y 's I'1ed ic 
23 planning, mon tern a ling 
24 with the minori very active. ~he 
25 d;::e find ing 
26 minor:L s se ces 











in this AIDS itlt!m c. However, we 
are Bl Lat sons 
communi I area 
changing. are com 
services, like financial from 
changing. And as 're 
We're ing prob wi 











area do not want to accept i-Cal, and mo t f our 
Latin clients are e i rec ients 
at all. 
So, some of -- I can of 
resources are dry up in our area. In 
hosp homes or shelters for eli 
homes, are two 
and an organizat 
son last 
20 support an 
21 
22 
t person is go 






Also what we're see 
ic to the of 
25 I 
26 some of their experiences 
27 
28 
The areas I 1 
































F st I d 1 
c j 
th mike becaus 
MR. 
name s Ear H 
se s 
definitely ve 
communit es becaus 
ago, but I 
















le person wi 
the t 
ea ion, ch is 
s B Hi ic 
we ages 





































hous for gay ser . re 
issues t are d f 0 
in to re on 
order to ga money to 
not be very comfortable living w 
a resentment of fact, 1, 
do s and so in r to gain s i 
habits up. 
issues, They're dif 





if I was 
order to 
, I wou not want 
le if that 
For I 
situat with 
Three I was 
the and was told 
in the 
ere to t 
p and Cleant Sta , I 
street son AIDS, wh 
to li 
I think some of the 












I to s 
hab 




lot of things ~+-OL ne 
2 need mora d 
tomorrow I a 
4 d be rve somethi 
So I th s 
._,_ 
l L; I'm trying 5 ith 
6 to Jive vdth it st 
7 CHAIHvJOlvlAN ask thi . You 
8 \Wrked gover for 19 h no Social Security? 
9 You re having t le 
10 MR. HOBBS: I worked for the Un rs of Cal fornia in 
ll les. And up until r ago we did not pay 
12 ' int_o Social Securi We had a te retirement , which 
13 when I s wa on about $ ,000 ch I 
!4 
1 to s rn:;sclf on 
15 And I on t 
16 quart.ers n Securi 
17 iagnc is 
11\ was ARC. I also a 
19 reruuv So, even n 
20 Now so more 
ke '11 
t to 
s t f c of 
24 e f. 
25 CflAI is: s 
26 yoll program s t WO ic 
27 maze? 
0 
MS. STAIN: Yes we also 
2 
at the Yes, we do our 
3 




In Earl's case first 
6 
we called and we got a State hear is case. 
7 
probably be getting funds S I e' 
8 
to get disability, so we were ab to p ect 
9 
Ahead, Y.Ihich is a White gay to his rent 
10 
him. Then we're utilizing AIDS P ect Los 
11 




Some of the that we've to our 
14 




disability, so at that point 
18 ARC di is, g a as 
19 
providing some 0 concrete se s. 
20 But yes, 
T am working ..L our c 
21 the stem. 
22 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: 
23 MS. STAIN: Now I'm i to let S ns 
24 things. He's got three ints he'd l to br on i 
25 respouse. 
26 MR. EVANS: Good morn , eve s s 
































l'vc'd like to get 
MR. EVAN 
kil ing me. e doctor sa 
been dead. had 
in funintel 
because I see 
Ms. Watson. The re 
he pa n 
s red 
se iou 
spi 1 a 





ou 0 i 
t s not 
r the crophcne. 
g. , it was 
ive, would have 
e t came 
a s l the virus. 
m ing now 
me go to a meeti 
i ha to sit. and 
per on 



















i' 4 ,I 
s 
selves, push up, over ir ears, 










8 il II 
hope he don't come near me " 
Do you see what I'm saying? 
sincerely feel. I feel sel 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: We iate 










12 ii I. 
We're sensitive to what you're saying. 
We know it's going to 
what it is. We've got to get out on streets 





So thank you so much to 
ii 
14 II II 
II 
15 II il 
II 
MS. STAIN: Next we'd 1 
special of about some of 
llie Bell talk 
e s 1 
16 come Nevl York st s been 
17 
diagnosed AIDS. 
18 MR. BELL: 
19 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: 
20 MR. BELL: I've 8 
21 Just before I came out out re 
22 to get a j 
23 to come out re and live. His mother d 
24 which -- he to go to New Orleans neve 
25 mote s 
26 that was gone. Went real st. 
27 the street. I got real , real si 
28 
63 
went to s J 1 
Luthe K 
a ARC i New 
4 
Yc te ore c 
5 
to a point where 
we can r rom 1ng i I 
7 
i ourselves them. 
8 
now to 
beat -- because I of 
10 
I Oll i I I 
ll 
CHAIR'WO:CV:AN SON: is. You've a 
12 

























MR. BELL: No, but see, I thi 
outreaching, you know and ust 
4 






environment of, you , of users i rea You 
know, we walk the streets. You can te 1 
10 drug users, you know. 
It's about to 
environment, having a 
about using drugs 1 
curr 









i was a 
OW f it IS 
en vi 
CHAIRWOMAN 





















can walk w 3 0, and 
18-year~o 3 35 
Well, not 
s 
MR. BELL I'm to 
is a battle. And I 









's ust f 
even 
come l -





self, a use 
65 
Al is eve a s ~\e are go 
to have a 
eve c 
4 I 
B a n York the ix House 
6 program. 
7 CHAIRW0fv1AN f one? 
MR. BELL 
9 CHAIRWmt;AN \-JATSON Ye ve of it. 
10 MR. BELL: Yes, very wa in that, and 
II that's what me s was n re 
12 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Are st ? 
13 rm. BELL: c and a hal 
14 now, you now. 
15 It 
16 Once you have i ace 
17 the i 
18 cnu ronrnent, for 




2 ~ s 11 i nrJ 
24 kllOW. Ri i re 
25 n 
26 to \va lk to 
27 CHAI I d ? 
28 
66 
MR. BELL: I wou s so 
2 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON t 
3 
hour as to r and 
4 
something, or a 1 over a net -
5 
MR. BELL It's a aggravat 
6 
just need people to go out there. Look at each one, know, 
7 
just one, and then one t 
8 affect. It's a out. 
9 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I all of an 
lO 
current physical condition so we can at as 
11 trainers or pro ive programmatic le ge out 
12 help others like your s. 
13 MR. BELL: And 's go to a of , too. 
14 It's going to a lot of money real some 
15 support, you 
16 L , I'm 1 a se 
17 their money from Wh I 1 
18 out re some spon s 
19 Black le, Black 
20 CHAIRWOHAN D 
. 21 MR. EVANS: I'm j 
22 
23 telli i jus 
24 h mark li It's not buying I mean, 
25 wants us to nice. It's not runn a i 
26 or whatever. I'm not s t's ; do see 
27 
• ? say1ng. 
28 
67 
But see S ator Watson, first 
e 
4 saying? And ause I 
don't n am to 
6 
die, ,;md ::r: ing i I won't 
7 accept it. That' I 
8 God re fai ' you'll 
9 live. God rea neve s s 
11 up . God has already 
10 healed le AIDS. On Channel 40 on .. v. ' he ls t'itlO 
,, i a t ~' h n ital and ll 
12 he lcdd hand a stretched to 
13 him; y s up sked some a le ce; started 
14 walk a litt bi i r h you n he 
15 to me, t down to 
!6 t tom 
17 i o much. 
ant 'm r I just 
9 c 
20 e 
'11 _, rom 
urge that 
24 es c i and 
25 t1. atmcnt i s 
26 tier lOUS con i ies n a 
























Dr fshi ttee 
County Associ 
DR. LIFSHITZ: 
M.D., a phys ian in pr 
of the Los Ange s County Medical 
members. I'm so a of 
I sincerely appreciate 







Committee on Health and Human Services s 
i 
crisis, part ly as it affects minor t s. 
As you I Bl and Hi 
suffering disproportionately from 
is every indication 
























minorities has been st 













4 t Ci 's 
6 men 25-44 year ge 
7 York Ci , more 8 
8 are JV u 
9 percent of mal 
10 ur Hlspanic men. 
ll There 
12 Los Angeles Coun 
13 tha_ we have 
14 drus-re ted AIDS has 













a s d 
e 
3 of 
of death for 
r women 5 In New 
contracted AIDS 
users. And 
e th IDS n that ci are Black 
s 




s il not as 
on 
s are ss 1 y 
to be the 
in Arneric ~Je l 
3 






of and Cali 
7 
IS AIDS cases, 
8 But New 
9 
involving children, and 
lO 13 percent, Cali 
11 
children. And in Los 
12 AIDS, 9 of them in 
13 The low HIV 
14 may be due to the 





20 Most i 
21 on the 
22 In Cal 
23 of 
24 women I from 
25 





















counsel I groups, as Narcotic ~ve must 
encourage eve per s f 0 
3 
ndtl]ction s 
4 Current on treatment, 
5 
which many add cts a use le in ir 
6 
c0mmunit s still cons r to ies u 
7 Narcotics is modeled on coholics s 
8 should also be cove -Cal. new Levo-A 
9 
Acety lmethadol, or LAAlv1 se as more 
lO than methadone and should treating heroi add ts 
ll immediately. 
12 Drug add tion s an ng diff lt s s to 
13 H age, and ld reatment addicts 
14 ~ill not be successful. s hard as we can to 
15 teach IV ~rug add s 1 ected AIDS and 
l6 how to k 
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someone maybe wanted to buy a 
prescription. Maybe 
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one of the possibilit s, but 
tried first and would fail. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: You 
INS of Africans that are 
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roughout certa there. 
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My understand is ce parts especial y on the east 
side, that the virus is transmitted from the bite of a green 
7 monkey and a bit o nsects. And that in 
certain areas i wa le n s rounding areas 
tJ:at was the area whe re w0 the thering sease. 
10 DR. LIFSHITZ: I ust correct you in terms of the 
ll insect. 
12 There hasn' case as far as I'm 
13 concerned, i an t.ted AIDS virus. 
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CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: , Doctor. 
there anyone here to 
Dr Peterson 
sent Dr. Crea 
Dr. Peterson, I was steal 
thunder earlier. 
DR. PETERSON: Senator Watson, 
Peterson. I'm the Associate 
Medicine at the Harbor/UCLA Med 
I don 1 t how 
this many s of discuss 
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Number six, scribe 
Number seven, describe legal and 
mandatory testing, confidentiali 1 
Number eight, describe the treatment 
AIDS-related diseases. 











the syndrome progresses. 
Number ten, descr sources avai communi 
patients and their lies. 
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The current copy intout of s curr a 
been forwarded to the Chair. And overv f curr 
h s 
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ii Number one, icipat our n .A. 
20 School District's Task Force for AIDS Prevent 
21 meeting. I'm very hopeful that 11 i 
22 Number two, making sen tat to 1 heal 
23 classes at high s s, jun h i service 
24 area of our family medicine t, an area 
25 percentage of minority students se s 
26 be held each semester. So , we've s one 1 
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CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Dr. Peterson, we your 








I'm looking very forward to working wi you and 
members of the staff of family med ine i to icate 
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17 ~ \ 
this kind of program in other areas where it t 
My staff will be working with We we can 
see a piece of legislation come out of this. 
For the audience, I think the ine d s 
is a likely place for this information to come a use 
you're dealing with people who know, number one, know biology of 
such a disease, work with patients, there's some trust tween 
the medical. provider and And I pat out 
to the community to educate teachers and other within the 
community is the way to go. 
II 
18 So, we're going to be looking more at your am, and 
19 looking at ways to replicate it in other areas. 
20 So that you very much for your test s morn 
21 DR. PETERSON: Thank you. 
22 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Dr. Emmett Chase, Med 1 Director 
23 at the American Indian Clinic. 
24 DR. CHASE: Today I'd like to just talk about the I an 
25 population in California as an overview, first of all; tell what 
26 services are available; what special problems face the American 
27 Indian population, and what needs the Indian population in 
28 the State of California. 
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DR. CHASE: Yeah. On some reservat S 1 i S 
that homosexuality is more so accepted ral 
population in the U.S. so 1 
groups is quite prevalent. 
Other than that, I 't have the exact s and 
which tribal groups are involved in that. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Is f 
or bisexuali ? 
areas 
11 Indian community when it comes to homosexuali 
il 
'I 
II ~ like Los Angeles, San Francisco and New 
DR. CHASE: Yes, definitely, e 
il 
~ prevalent in and around urban areas. 
:! 
use is more 
st IV 
Also, I was going to mention 
ll 
11 drug problem in Amer 
li 
Arizona around Tuscan Indians is 
li 





But prostitution and IV drug use s 
[I Angeles in the American Indian community. 
~ Currently most people of Indian herit 
i! 
1 Indian Health Service for their med 1 care. 
Service recognizes a population of 
Indians in California, and they provide 
population. Of that service that ian Heal 
to the Indians of California, it's estimated 
are underfunded 40-60 percent, so adequate 
on Los 
depend on 
I He a 
25,000 American 
s for is 
s 
ir programs 
ces exist in 
24 California for probably approximately 12,000 Amer an Indians. 
25 There are certain high risk problems American 
M Indians that I wanted to bring out as special issues. The first 
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The number of cases that ac , the 50 AIDS 
cases that are known, are thought to be substant lly under-
reported because, as was ment be ican ians are 
usually put in the "Other" , and 
we don't know the exact s are so it~s 
II 
~ estimated that Indian Health Service itself serves only 
![ 
II 
approximately 60 percent of the American Indians United 
I· 
'I 




population rather than the entire 100 percent. 
The average age of Indians also tends to young. I 
II 
II 
think the average age in most Indian communities now is around 25 
years old. Also, the reproductive rate is high on most 
II 
!I 
reservations, so there's a high sexually active young population 
in most reservations. Our fear on a national level is that once 
il 
I AIDS gets started in the heterosexual population on reservations, 
I 
I· that it could rapidly spread 
II 
thin the conf s of that 
11 reservation. 
II 
Also, because reservations are small, closed 
i! 
jl, communi ties, this adds to that effect, I th that's been 
II 




~ As far as the actual number of AIDS cases in the Indian 
11 population in Californ , I have no good statistics A lady from 
II 
~ the CDC did a study on the Bay Area Indians on AIDS and got a 10 
il 
I
ll percent prevalence rate on a general population screen. 
I Next I'll move on to the needs in the Indian population. 
II 
I) Obviously the California Indian population is in need of 
I; 
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More research is obvjous 
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issues is conf 
We feel that there is no set 1 
confidentiality put forth by the State or 
we asked the County of Los s to 
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clinic in developing a protocol regard confidential our 
they clinic. We put in multiple phone calls to 

















CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Is 
County that wants to respond? 
I think the County 
make note of that. 
from 
have we'll 
DR. CHASE: Also, I th the existing testing centers 
in Los Angeles, at least, are not doi a good j of 
counseling the patients, especially ones are 
seropositive. I feel that they to counseled to to 
ly i 
facilities set up for the AIDS seropos peop s that exist in 
Los Angeles. I guess those are all volunteer agenc s; I don't 
know. But it's felt by most of the medical staff and providers 
at my clinic, and should be probably at all communi clinics, 
that these peop ld have specializ care the needs, 
their dental needs, their medical , and some clinics I know 
do exist in Los Angeles for ir , and we can use se as 
87 
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CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: You might want to contact my office, 
and my assistant, Jane Uitti, and give 
confidentiality or any other aspect of 
already passed into law. 




I just wanted to mention about alcoholism and drug 
abuse. 
I think the American system of medicine has done a very 
poor job in responding to alcoholism and drug addicted people. 
And I think the lack of concern and lack of training in medical 
schools in residency programs is at fault this instance. And 
I think if we could get these people into treatment when they 
come in for their medical problems -- whether be injuries, 
accidents, motor vehicle accidents, just coming into the 
emergency room for a blood alcohol level because they were 
stopped by the Highway Patrol -- if we can get these people into 
treatment and interact with them then, that we could do a lot to 
not only curb problems with that, but curb problems with AIDS and 
the spread of AIDS. 
I guess that's the other thing I wanted to add. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I think the onslaught of the AIDS 
epidemic is going to do a lot and go a long way in changing the 
way we deliver health services and the way government does its 
business. We're finding out there's a tremendous need for 
further research on minority populations, particularly the Indian 
population that sometimes gets lost through the cracks when we 
27 taJk about minorities. They're not well identified since the 
28 
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that have multiple sexual partners even f are on 
control pills, as an example of what we can to ract. 






think we need to establish some consumer guidelines that 
consumers can recognize a safe clinic when they see one versus a 
not so safe clinic to get their medical services at. For 
example, if the providers aren't wearing gloves, they should 
aware that they're doing a disservice to their patients as well 
as to themselves. 














on a practical -- I forgot my train of thought there, but I also 
wanted to say that the Reagan Administration will probab be 
going down in history as the administration let an epidemic 
happen in the United States, and that's really unfortunate. In 
the United States, the number of people with AIDS is eight times 
that of any other country in the world, and we knew about AIDS 
li 
~ten years before the first case ever evolved in Los Angeles, the 
first diagnosed cases in Los Angeles. And that's real an 
li 
1 unfortunate situation. And that goes to say that publ 
i 
~ 11 health services on the federal level have not done a very good 
r 
~ 
~ job of protecting the United States public. 
1  Also, I'd like to say that the way that most countries 
~ 
u that have been able to protect their populations did it was by 
li 
d 
II mass media materials. I mean, there were some countries like 
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; we have had commi tee meet have done survey aiter 
after corrmittee meet all over the U.S. and i countries. 
vvor 
About three years 
Immuno ical Network 
, I 
to 
diffuse information on AIDS on an internat 
lect and 
1 I 1 
that we are facing an epidemic, and we have to go beyond our 
borders to be able to deal with the disease. As it is now, we 
have fragmented education in different areas all over the u.s. 
As is true when we have fragmented teaching, we have also 
expenses that are far beyond what we need to do. As it is now, 
each AIDS project, each community agency, tries to program 
after program, and their adm istrat costs are out of 
proportion in order of what they are producing. 
I feel we need to develop a system approach re high 
quality programs are developed and adapted to dif areas 
without recreating the wheel every time to create a I 
am, therefore, with the Hospital Satel te a very 
well-established medical educat 
which is on the air 24 hours a , seven 
1800 hospitals in the United States. 
in Un States, 
s a i about 
We just finished our first joint venture 
University and four other Black universities the United 
States, sponsored by the CDC, to reach 50 churches in the 
Black community. The CDC did not allocate any more money so we 
could not reach but 50 churches The program would be broadcast 
26 at the first of the year. But that's the kind of program we need 
27 to really look at, where we can with today's technology reach as 
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I think we need to also invo 
large hospital corporation as well as 
the heal care and the 
, and so 
on, to become better acquainted with d sease, ir 
manager how to deal with it. And I think we need to teach 
teacher to teach others. And I think that's where we to do 
it, where people know and can adopt on a daily basis to their 
community. We have to do teaching in 
the school system -- I just went to a 
s ls, I 
not too 
given here in Los Angeles where parents and children 
school were invited, many the Lat communi , and I 
maybe five people showed up. I think that 
just even to have advertising within a 
surrounding neighborhood is not enough. 
us somet s 
and 
I think we have to give the classroom when 
they have classrooms; not to do a spec 1 day on S 
nobody comes. I think you have to meet of 
because, 
people 
22 when they are there, because they don't want to hear message 
23 in the first place, so how are they going to come? So you have 
24 
25 
to organize, I think, meetings where you're not 
AIDS as the topic, but around other 
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9 II II 
fundamental research as well as the clinical as well as 
education. 
An example, when we especially talk minority 
groups, I think most of the patients th AIDS or seropositive in 
II 
10 II 
11 :I !I 
those groups have a very difficult t obtaining knowledge about 1 
clinical trials. I think they are not in a red position to 
I! 
12 1\ 
participate in clinical trials for med on or treatment. And 
q 
13 
I think that's another thing that should be made availab to a 
14 
data bank, where they can access those trials, what are the 
15 
cri~eria for belonging to those trials, and ki of money is 
16 
available to support them through those tr ls. 
17 
But I think most of all, I think the aspect 
18 
needs also to be rein We know that AIDS is an 
19 
immunosuppressive disease, and to have AIDS ni al health 
20 
and high nutritional status real will not disease's 
21 
progress at the rate it is progress 
22 
I think also we have to do a lot of emphasis on drug 
23 addiction, which is wonderful, and I agree it, but I think 
24 we need to put the money on preventing drug addiction in our 
25 school system. Maybe approach it -- I mean, I don't have the 
26 answer on this one, but I think if we could prevent addiction, I 
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spent enough money on AIDS. We are not wanting to 
more " I think the same goes for the health care i 





Earlier you mentioned Africa. As you know, i a is a 
pretty broad area which is very attacked today on the AIDS 
crisis. One of the things which is most r now is to 
have Africa connected with all other research 
obtain better data. As it is now, all 
s so v:te can 
we have had of 
Africa is in two or three main cities. We have absolutely know 
knowledge of the disease in rural areas, and I th 
another thing that might teach us a lot about 
that's 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Doctor, is a Dr. Enrique Logan 
in Inglewood that has done quite a bit of formal re and 
afterwards I'd like to give you her name and we'll see if we can 
get you a number. You might want to consult 
DR. CLAVREUL: I would love to do that. 
An example when we talk about ion I've 
very involved with working with Dr. Jane Goodall, who is of 
course as you know very involved wi research in ch zees. 
And as you probably know, one of the best models that we must 
utilize in seeking the AIDS vaccine is a chimpanzee. We have 
known that for the last two or three years. We have a shortage 
of chimpanzees, and every chimpanzee we have the United States 
are under control, so I think that, you know, maybe we need to 
coordinate our work together. Instead of keeping little 
chimpanzees in Africa, it would be kind of nice to raise some in 
h~ .s. i t 
2 0 -
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I thank you for allowing me to 
questions. 
and I ll answer 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: We appreciate remarks 
When you were talking about the young people the 
discussion group, and everyone jumped on the young girl who said, 
"I'm going to avoid sex," it reminded me of a story that my aide 
just gave to me that actually was said. 
There was a class in a high school, and they were 
talking about AIDS and pregnancy among the sexually active teens. 
And one girl raised her hand and said, "I'm not sexually active. 
I just lay there." 
(Laughter.) 
CHAIRY.JOMAN vJATSON: You see, we have a problem 
communication with our young people as well as our non-English 
speaking people in trying to get the point over. I just had to 
mention that. 
Do you think, Doctor, since you have been ing with 
the vwrld community in this regard, and you ta 
standardized procedures, should we mandate a course on AIDS in 
medical training? 
DR. CLAVREUL: Oh, I do. At this time I ink it's 
mandatory. I think is a beginning, because it's the only 
place we can affect it on a long-term basis. 
We arP in for a long war. This is not going to be over 
in five years, you know, and we are looking at least at the need 
of 10 vaccines, according to the top scientists in the world, so 
we have a long way to go. 
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city in the United St~tes, any churches in United St tes, can 
receive the message we are sending. If we send it i clear, 
we could do with a program where, to meet need the 
community at large, the information has to be very if 
the community at large versus medical educ , V>Jhich we are 
specialists in. But let's say for the community at large, we can 
send it in the clear where any cable t.v. thin United 
States can pick up the message and transfer it any in the 
United States, or any churches, or any places where you can have 
a dish, you know, a receiving dish. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: You were only able to work with 40 
churches. Was that because they did not have the ability to 
receive the message? 















CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: They were on a very limited budget 
in that regard. 
DR. CLAVREUL: They did not have a limited budget. 
money was there. As a matter of , it was a very e amount 
of money which had to be spent before October 21st. I would like 
to know what happened to the money. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: In the Black community, and possibly 
the Hispanic community, if there is an effort out of the church, 
the chances of the effort being successful are better than out of 
any other community-based program 
DR. CLAVREUL: I know. I have been very involved with 
the Black community for a long, long time. I was in Georgia 
03 
ei t ar 
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We have a long way to go to understand 
out and do outreach in the Black community. Dr. 
lot of this. I ment her name to 
person to contact you g you her r. 





I'd like you to 
Bl Women 
Doctors and the Physicians Association of Inglewood. She's one 
of the few people in this community who's an MD. who is talk 
about the immunological aspects f the disease. 's dispelling 
a lot of the myths about Africa's role in all of this. 
We've got to get beyond the myths. We've got to get 
beyond the hysteria and beyond anxiety, and real 
facts and get something moving. 
get into the 
I do appreciate your testimony, and we'll be in touch. 
DR. CLAVREUL: Thank you very much. 
CHAimvm1AN WATSON: You're welcome. 
Sala Udin, Executive Director of the 
Prevention Resource Center. Is Sala here? 
Daniel Lara. 
MR. LARA: Good afternoon, Senator Watson. 
Daniel Lara. I'm the Program Communi 




me and my agency to par cipate in these hearings this afternoon. 
The last time that you and I spoke, Senator Watson, you 
may not recall, but it was at Davidson Center at USC; I believe 
it was in June of July of this year. 
I'd like to give you a little brief update as to what 
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9 testimony this afternoon, RS I said, and she has devel a 
10 dynamic video. Sandra Hernandez gave test to earl er. 
ll That's one way that communi will 
are materials out 
to use what we 
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time has passed, the t s 




What has to happen is, funds need to be released 
lernent what we know works. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: So, I guess I 
saying is that if you have an ized 
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MR. LARll.; I know that LAUSD is now implementing 
curricula that will be started at the secondary level. 
118 
received grants from CDC, J believe, 'in the amount of 325,000 for 
the firsL fiscal year, and I do sit on that task force, so I'm 
looking forward to what they have to develop. 
CHAIRW01'1AN WATSON: I'm glad to know t.hat. That will 
make, probably, my bill get through a little easier, or 
somebody's bill anyway. 
Thank you so much for ycur testimony. 
MR. LARA: Thank you so much, and I hope that the next 
time that I see you that I can tell you that, because of your 
s, that we have saved lives rather than lost lives. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I certainly would hope and pray to 
that. 
MR. LARE'>.: Thank you. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I understand that Sala Udin has just 
come in, Executive Director with the Multicultural Prevention 
Resource Center. 
MR. UDIN: Honorable Senator Watson, colleagues and 
guests, thank you for the opportunity to testify before this 
California Senate Health Committee on such an important topic a.s 
the effects of the AIDS epidemic on minority communities. 
I would also like to thank the Senator personally for 
allowing us to capture her attractive image on our video, "Black 
25 People Get AIDS TOO". It has been well received. 
26 I would remind the Senator that the last time we met was 
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21 As you know, the State of California has a 
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23 to heterosexual and minority communities. This is fine. 
24 However, most communities do not provide education and counseling 
~ services to persons who test positive. They may get ief 
26 counseling when they pick up their re ts, but that is 
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CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: How ef t 
DR. SHACKS: We have 






probably be speaking more speci ical to t:hat, i he hasn' 
already done that today. 
We find that is limited based on the amount of 
resources that it's got, that it has litt 
our service area. 
rea ins e of 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I know 
well-known as an individual, but I --
DR. SHACKS: No, I was saying 
is different. 
t Dr. Bean's work is 
Bean. Dr. Bean 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Reve Bean is one I'm 
speoking of, too. I know his work is well I not know 
the project, how effective it is as a ject. 
DR. SHACKS: It certainly answers a need 's more 
celJtral in West Los Angeles. It is not 1 to take care ' 
of needs as def by insti s outside of our area, 
as UCLA, USC, IS scr e and 
is disorder in our area. And we t 
a responsible way due to 1 of resources until 
CHAIF.Wm.IIAN WATSON: Do you know or have 
the funding has been? 
of 
ab to so 
is t 
idea of what 
DR. SHACKS: At the sent time, we have a federal 
grant through the National Institute of Allergy and In ious 
Diseases, which started as of October 1 for about $300,000 a year 
for two years. That's to look at the sero epidemio of HIV 
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Department, everyone who has spoken has had some s 
they have sented to us. 
But I heard t you sa it. 1 s 1 we're 
disproportionately funded to actually have programmatic resources 
there; available for people with AIDS. Is correct? 
DR. SHACKS: That's absolutely correct. And in terms of 
the depth of the problem, we have some informa"Lion, as you have 
mentioned, that's come from CDC and other institutions locally, 
but we're not certain about the validi of certain of the data. 
We feel as though there's no one that we know of that's working 
in our health service area to acquire much of that information. 
It appears as though statistics is of significance to the way 
this information is generated. 
CHAIRWO~~N WATSON: Dr. Evans from San Francisco 
mentioned that they were contracting to have a survey done to be 
able to get a handle on the attitudes that prevail. And she said 
"Lhey were making headway with that. 
I;ve heard a couple of other people, too, mention 
successful survey input. 
DR. SHACKS: Well, separati th rc from 
21 prevalence of the disease, and there's certainly a real 
22 in terms of health l:Jerception. 
23 I'm saying that in terms of the prevalence of the 
M disease, the data, the base of that data is soft at the present 
25 time. We, in fact, are able to account for, unfortunate four 
M cases of AIDS in newborns since May of this year. I'm certain 
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We aon't know whether the diagnosis is being made where it should 
be made 
That really bri me to the int of where I would 1 
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CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: That's what I need 
a matter of record. 
DR. SHACKS: I think that if we skip to 
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to tell us as 
last page of 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: You don't need to sk as long as 
you mf:'ntion be you finish your presentation. 
DR. SHACKS: All ri 
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5 occupations and ss And we started w 
6 entered high 1 and then when they to 12 
7 many of them were taking courses at sit s the 
8 colleges in this regard, getting credi . 
9 And I think through a ram 1 we don't 
10 too many of them , but I th1nk some of vocational 
II programs have them is rn be too; t.he 
12 potenti he a 1 t.h care ialist earlier. 
13 DR. SHACKS: Certainly if ism is in ace to 
14 provide for training at a place 1 our Center, where we've 
15 
16 be able to involve those students and r students who are 
17 coming in ing specific sc rela courses. 
18 I wil make availab if wish in a ject 
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20 w 
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22 The problem with most of disease-ori act ties 
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24 eliminate participat1on by peop ove t And I think 
25 ~f we allow this problem to so high nical in the way 
26 jt's spoken about and described, without our students hav 
27 early involvement, we'll he cut off from a need is ific 
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Your recoromendat for non-print educational materials 
is exactly what we had in rr1ind. Public serv announcements 
that precede musical selections. In our communi , music is a 
part of life, and every young person has a cassette tape or a 
loud-playing radio in his or her car. Music is at their side at 
all times. Maybe announcements there on the radio, t.v. spots, 
-those that are public service-oriented, certainly would be one 
way of getting this information out. 
Somebody earlier in the day mentioned that we do better 
in our community learning through visual 
MR. MATA: That's correct. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: -- and through auditory means than 
we do through the written message. 
MR. MATA: That's correct. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: And much of it is told to a higher 
level of reading, or educational level, than most of the poorer 
people of our communities have obtained. 
MR. MATA: That's correct. 
I have witnesses pamphlets on however -- I mean, people 
are given pamphlets, and I see them out in the streets because 
they will not take the time to read them because they can't read 
them. 
I also wanted to echo Mr. Lara's testimony where he 
testified that we have organizations in place in our community 
that, if trained, can be of help, you know, in curtailing AIDS, 
the spread of AIDS, but one of the things is that we're lacking 
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I'd like to talk to -- one of the st s posed 
t..hls Senate Committee was around what works? is successful? 
And I've heard people talk a little it about the video 
we produced at the Latino AIDS Project, so I'd 1 to tell you a 
little bit about what that process was about, and also to 
underscore that that process is something that can be duplicated 
by other folks because, in fact, it is reflecting the needs of 
the community. 
To impact and bring home the AIDS was and is 
affecting and infecting the Latino communities, and to counteract 
the strong denial fostered by the lack of culturally relevant 
AIDS materials available to the Latino community, the Latino AIDS 
Project has produced a 52-minute AIDS education video in Spanish 
in the "telenovela 11 format, or soap opera, "Ojos Que No Ven" --
Eyes That Fail to See. 
The story line of this "telenovela" is based on many 
video taped interviews with Latinos who have AIDS and their 
families. This last point is of utmost importance to this State 
Senate Committee that has asked for successful models. This 
video works because it rings true. It reflects the values and 
lifestyles of the diversity of what v7e call the Latino community. 
The Spanish language spoken in this video reflects the wide 
spectrum of natjonalities and the levels of acculturation that 
allow the viewers to identify with the information and therefore 
more readily accept it. 
The characters show by role modeling how to talk about 
~IDS nnd how to prevent its transmission, and how to become an 
AIDS educator, whatever your lifestyle. 
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7 to true on Eas Coa 
8 Well hr th s to bee I is 
9 video that we put r -- and I'm to sell this 
10 video I'm here to sell s was n fact. a 
II reflect of le we some of the 
12 dialogue ref ts us 
13 interviews. 
14 And I thi t ~~e' re mater s 
15 arc go to make a dif 
16 ntervent s l n 1 need to to 
17 that tend to serve s 
18 after fact, after w 
19 involve se folks i the 
20 in the creation of the and we are go 
21 to make, and to ref to i struments 
22 Instruments of struments at are true to 
23 thP values and cu f these 
24 The St.ate Off ce f l;IDS s 
25 educat 
, ses, nor ha tate mon J_ 
26 airing or the distribut of its use. The State s 
27 have recent become more stri a AIDS ational 
28 Inc'tt.e ials 1n terms of and 
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Next I want to express ound concern the 
re se AIDS epidemic f colcr. T f too I 
3 
Wd guil f payi ent AIDS. it was a 
' 4 
0 -'":~ '\: 1 
:;'-'.1 'V'7hi te male disease, as media led s 1 to 
5 Last , I became employed as an AIDS educator. Even 
6 then I was substantially unaware of the devastating impact this 
7 disease had alre had in our communities. I was in denial. 
8 For those of you who are unfamiliar with denial, it is a 
9 protective mechan sm that gave humans to keep us from 
10 overdosing on bad or rmful news. It sets in more completely 
ll when the news is bad and is o concretized the use and 
12 abuse of a var of substances, from a 1 to heroin. Though 
13 it can be it can be structive as well It can 
14 bl us from need to act in our own nterests for our own 
15 sa 
16 The th rd on my AIDS j 1 a er i 
17 statistical AIDS and medical 
18 transmission and ri l iorma ion, I decided re s le 
19 thing for me to do was to get the antibody test. It took me a 
20 full four months to actually nerve to b~ tested, even at 
21 the anonymous test site. Th I, my behaviors, was at 
22 almost no risk exposure to rus, over those four man 
23 I realized that nine s I was 3 f I no idea 
24 whether the few le wi \vhom I ad sl had ever a 
25 blood transfus or sl with someone who had. I was even less 
26 1 1v to be to ther a rtner was sexual an IV drug -- J 




































tor us to remai t. Manda ine testi has 
2 already been Co s a cants i a 
rPcruits, ter isons. are 
4 sc; peop ? l the i formation if are 
5 positive? ?] lsc lawsui s hdVC been f led 
6 the areas of emp t, insuranc f ts, and even 
7 perceived AIDS. 
8 We must come ouL of the closet about this disease. It: 
9 110 secret that homophobia fear of homosexuality 
10 h2s heen a major tor in our nial and c;onti 
ll about AIDS. that we 11 end our ial and join forces 
12 with s, who are protecti r interests, to ours. 
13 I hope we is our lies and fri are in jail or 
14 camps for le have AIDS, ARC H sit status. 
15 LCIWS are result of at Senator Doolittle 
16 ' is making ss n ch c ia's ss laws to 
17 repressive ones. Some o ed laws are reasonable, most 
18 are not, but all ire that someone else make decis1ons about 
19 ou1 Jives. I would hate the person told to be son 
20 who dec s. 
21 re have been t s hi , Nazi comes to 
22 mind, when innocent 1 were en in oppress 
23 and unintended ways. ing responsibili for ourselves and 
24 educating ourselves i is our st tion. 
25 So what can we do? works? 
26 This disease must first be rsonalized to co~~unities 














9 Judgmental name-cal ing s not 'll'mrk The IV 
lO abuse , as to user turn i r o i 
II that if men were not so scuou 
12 lem doe nut valid e 
13 suffic to be he a h 
14 Billboards and s a e for 
15 commun s of color. \'Je s 
16 E irteJ ot ic s 
17 work. 
18 E women re same 
19 Atlan s ack 
20 eal 
21 we must act now. 
22 CHAIR1iJOMAN I want for ve 
23 dramat c presentat You br 
24 I share with you the frus at I s 
25 colle s and pres over piece er ece of egi 
26 is to be it r than s 
27 o test of the var s e 
lG 
The one s e i raised: For t 
2 reason? f 're es into 
i i test then, to 
4 iso or to i them so, where do you put 
5 Lhem? "Oh, we're going to lle.
11 All right, 
6 Vacaville is a over 
7 If you are to te the them 
8 cntinue within prison populat what are you going to 
9 do in terms uf the treatment? Is the treatment going to improve? 
lO There's some le to differ with me, but I 
II think the worst form of heal care s in our prisons. is 
12 my own in 1 rvation. But I also t verified 
13 by the inmates lves wri me s s s s of 
14 staff here can att 
15 Yes, we've some real ems. \ve' re wi 
16 some atti s that prevai sl ive \i'Ie 've got 
17 to get ose at i We re th name-calling, 
!8 and we had a recent bill that s id i s s had sex with 
19 somebody else, and rson knew he or she had AIDS, then 
20 're cr 1 we're re 'ii/C' r 
21 penalizi the viet we're muki cr s out of being ill. 
22 Thot':::; r that we re ing. 
23 However I think eve day become i tt.le more 
24 educated. We, as li makers are ing a little ter 
25 educated. 
26 Eve hree years ago to first 
27 piece of AIDS legislation, and we were ing to the 
28 
conf li we were to set 
2 





, as I sa before ng to see 
5 
at educat at.ion. to 
6 
attempts to who have direct contact th s 
7 




So, I think we're i to 
10 
But the points e us, 
II 
the scenario that u lS very we have 





1 tors, and t, i s and 
16 
ink we 1 re go to see them ng n I sh COli 
17 
man was on "20/20", a young doctor carne 
18 0 a 
19 
contacted AIDS. 
20 r of CMA ind h re going to s r 
2 posit 
22 So, thank you or tes you 
23 catch a plane. 
24 MS. NORRIS: Thank you, and I wi 1 in 
25 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON Gre t. 




































son. I am Dr. 
I 
1 who have pr r 
is ci 
ients to me. 
AIDS Project I also am assoc ted nori 
' I am also the Director of the AIDS Clinic at Community Hasp 1 
and r . c f AIDS inating 
Council at Ki Drew Medica ter. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Be you go on, would you get in 
touch with Dr. Cl 
internat 1 
at the whole AIDS 
her to get in 
here, I wish 
raise your 
rese 
st not one of 
th Dr. Ludlow Crea 
talk to her and 





I did ask 
you're 
suggest some names 
of people m serve in i 
DR. JORDAN treated over 400 ents AIDS, 
ARC, and HIV it i commun 
it's ve deep. 
Recent what 'm seeing more of in terms of categories 
are, one, marr men 
n tself 
are bisexua 
e a lot of it, and 
happens if 
women who are 
te 1 , et cete 
lD, 
Some are , and many hav 
through testing at lita sites or 
themselves gone out to i 
se s not 
lerns n terms of what 
And two, a t of 
are HIV pos ive. 
to be positive 
other stances but not 




















I'm sure most of the colleagues who have sented data 
before have talked the inc da , et cetera. 
The reason I came is twofold. reason the 
Minority AIDS Project was 
private physician, was not 
was ause at time I, as a 
i support that I felt that I 
needed and my patients needed from AIDS Project L.A. And I met 
Reverend Bean, and I have been associ him. I know there 
has been a need for the Minority AIDS Pro ect here. I think as 
we see a diversification of people who are getti AIDS, there'll 
be more needs of different kinds of agencies. 
My concern today, though, is more what needs to be done 
within the Black community, the Black community institutions, to 
stop the process. ~ore funding is needed to serv those 
persons who are infected, but we also need to do something to 
prevent this large group of people from ng infected in the 
fjrst place so they won't need those services. 
If you take a walk down Santa Monica Boulevard, or 
through Castro District in San Francisco, will see many signs 
and many businesses that are gay-oriented about AIDS. In fact, 
20 if you were to have wakened up from a 20-year sleep, just walking 
21 down the street you would see all these s s; you'd wonder what 
22 is going on, what is AIDS. 
23 If you were to listen to the gay radio programs or 
24 stations in any of these cities, you would hear every night 
~ something about AIDS. If you read the gay newspapers or 
26 periodicals, you would see something on the front page, back 
27 page, in the middle of the paper, every time it comes out, 
28 something about AIDS. 
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And i i cornmun a h 
2 
at is AIDS," he f of 
is And 
4 
friends di of 
thPy are. he 1 in time, the 
6 
b g lem is lack cormnun nor community. 
7 
.Anc i you or or 
8 other Black communi a lk the street where the 
9 Black businesses are would long and hard to 
10 find one poster one a 
ll If you isten to B i Black-
12 oriented stat t s how sex 
" you 13 -- it says "Sex is 
kids, be care 1. II You 14 I tour or 
5 rr.onth n s ing is 
16 intertwined ith al 0 sex" sic to make 
17 se kids re 
18 If you ted news 
19 periodica 
c n :I ~ f church r,·Jent 
20 where, who i ..L i a about 
2 AIDS. 
22 And i ask 
them, " i ")~ 
~'~ 
a im, 
24 "Have any of your i f t know If 
25 you say, 1 I ing?" They 
26 max say, "Yeah a fr somebody had 
27 meningitis; s else s h s neck. 
II But it 
































li So what has happened in thE~ communi , first, f st 
ilper s<_,n, th<! fact. that your fi 
II 
II 
l~oesn't exist in the of 
s have it, you've seen it, 
con:unun of the ., 
\\Blo.ck community. The day-to-day rein t is here in 
II II 
l[the communi t.y, "Be care 1," 
1: 
s not exist in those institut 
ilthat those persons who are at risk rely on to give them validity 
!\and to make them think. 
II 
II One thing I'm hoping, and I'll leave it up to you, is 
:I 
lkh~t some kind of nonlegislative act can come from Sacramento to 
II 
II 




~,1. t. t . 
lUiS .1 ut1ons 
The problem we have in this community t.he Black is 
s not addressed the issue. And unt 1 thc; 
the churches, the Alphas, the Omegas, the 
I! 
l~nJ sincsses, all those things, rad 
II 
stations -- until those 
s 
1\inst i tut icr.s address this on a day-to-day is, no more seminars 
II 
~~ut on a day-to-day basis, this group of people, this large 
ibroup, will end up over here needing services. And I hope we can 
i 
~~evote some time and attention to try to prevent s group form 
I! !fver needing these services in the fiist place. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I th you make a very graphic 
scription oi what case really is. 
All you have to do is walk through the streets, and I 
everybody in this room can say t.he same thing, there's just 
information out there. 
I noticed that in San Francisco, and so on, they had the 
lletins where they show the back of a male with a condom in the 
, ~ very provocative advertisement. 
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You'rE:: so y we i J.. was 
2 
mention to Jane en 
ca at Mutua L fe 
4 ' Il;:3Ul ance and some of e ir meeti 
5 We need to form usage and 
6 what could do, now we've excited 
7 what cou do n the of 
8 AIDS. 
There are many i gs L t cd t:o done. We're L 
10 just sc the surface now. We're ldi s hearing, the 
II first one, on nori u hold on AIDS, 
12 pPriod, we t the f in terms 
13 of the ri communi e irst heari of this 
14 
15 I'm to tatus of 
!6 in or AIDS Proj 
17 DR. 
18 CHlliRWOMAN ay t re hav 
19 dli:ficul You Bean. 
20 DR. for me a 
2 blessing ic and 
22 Black, t ect 
23 L.A. 
24 AIDS ro s i ci 
25 the gay communi but to me i s Project L.A. 



























When Minority AIDS ProjE:~ct came 
provide those services. At this point 
providing more serv s. I filled a 
was able lo 
're doing more and 
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terms 
of providing social service that are needed as well as providing 
some emotional services. 
One other problem that we have as a people is the fact 
that this is a disease that res soc ical, anthro-
pological, poJitical science input also. It isn't just a medical 
prcblem. And those agencies really aren't directing it. 
Quite often, particularly the gay tients and also drug 
users, you need something to help the f lies talk. Black 
people, per se, are not used to going to see psychiatrists when 
most have Medi-Cal, and psychiatrists won't take Medi-Cal anyway. 
So, you have a problem. My typical scenario of a gay 
Black male, now, is one who -- that's sort of out of the closet 
gay Black male --whose mother has, quote, he's thought 
"accepte~" him all these years; never had a lem. His friends 
have been over. When in reality, she 
tolerated it. Now he gets si and she has to 
her anger with his friends. She won't allm,; 
a deep breath and 
1 with all of 
into see him. 
He doesn't understand what's going on. I can't get her to see a 
psychiatrist because the psychiatrist is a foreign thing to her. 
The one person whom she's used to talking to is her minister, 
whom I can't get him to come see the patient or her. 
I have th1s family also who is pulling me, now. I'm 
26 ending up playing psychiatrist for the family because there's no 
27 one Plse out there that they can go to. These kind of issues are 
28 
69 
difficult. to r st to lS 
2 
ite 
i no one 
4 
else out ere. 
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CHA. g to testi~ 
6 
1 when I re se counseling services 
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CHl\ IRWOM.A.N ~JATSON em, you 
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Lo the peop Io out the 
16 
medical communi is is new. 1\_nd 
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So, l c 1 s. 
20 
DR. 
much, Doctor, for 
22 your test 
23 
CflAJ r 
24 the Asian Pacii c 
25 !VIS. JUE: S and rs of the Committee, 
26 my name is Sal Jue. I ed cl ica social worker, 



















roject Los Ang~les. But I'm here today imar Jy as a 
)representative of the 
I 
A~;;ian Pacif AIDS Task Force of the 
!Angeles Asian Pacif Plc.nni 
i 
!community scrv:i c:e providers. 
i 




I'm very happy we have the opportunity to represent 
i 
\lour communities here, because vie 
II 
\("s ia.r. romroun it.y and AIDS in terms of 
[!coverage, pretty much any arena. 
1\ In Los Angeles Coun-Ly, accord 
seen little about the 
i , med 
to the 1980 u.s. Census 
'I 
~~uredu, there are roughly 435,000 Asian anrl Pacific people. And 
II I 
w:ho:;e are on] y the ones whom the Census Bureau has been able to 
[jr 1nd. And \-vP r Ppresent about 14 lanquage and dialects. 
California's proximity to the A~ian continent and II II 
\bo]itic:al instability in many Asian coun-Lries has Jed to the 
II 
lbrowth of sizeabJe sr)ecific As1an and Pacific ethnic communitiPs II, 
1jrerc. Linguistic differences, along 'ltli th tures that emphasize 
II 
'1
1 ~onformity to group homes and reverence tor family and tradition, 
,I 
I 
\~ave contributed to influencing [sic] many Asian and Pacific 
,I 
19 1\cornrnull it ief:; from ont side influence ancl information, and they also 
20 ~~eally limit one's ability to function ind ly outside ,, 
II h . . l!t e~r own commun1 ty. 
ll' Eiclt risk behaviors, such as unprotected l:1etero and 
i
1 






24 \bomrnunities, but with the exception of sex in a marital 
~ ~elationship, are unacceptable behaviors. Cultur•l values that 
26 prohibit bringimJ shame and ostracism to one's fCJ.mi has forced 
27 ~hose who engage in these behaviors to do so outside the 
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y As s 
i to 
l 1 ents at APLA, 
fit is profile. 
extent to vJhich 
Pac fie cornrnuni ties 
s. 
Asian and 
er," sc we 
diagnosed, 
and if 
t s virtua 
is not a gay 
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i not 

































1\of what 1 s gone on in San Francj sco, what little there is is oft.en 
!l 
11presen <:. cu lly insensi or fa 
II II 
lih-·'1' ~~-~ Cl 1 
1\aon' t. exist 
It 
e other ing is a lot of to AIDS 
ss1.on are concepts li turally is ically and 
many of our communities. to fi We 1 re 
\[translators that can deal with that as another problem, nnd 
I' i!v:i thout appropriate materials, vw cannot educate our communities. 
11 
Third, most research on AIDS aoes not include Asian and 
II 
I\Paciflc pcpuJ ntions for study, and what. jects we know of 
!i 
\\are so culturally insens i ti vf: or 1 inguist ically inappropriate 
![that they are doomed to il. 1\nd liv'i this research data, 
II 
'I 
[lthP t.aek c:Z breaking through our own comrnun i denial becomes 
i/impossible, especially since early reports of a nonfatal HTLV 
~~~irus in Japan has led some re s to public postulate 
I . h - . . . ,::) !:that As1.ans ave some sort o:r crenet1.c 1mmun1 to AIDS. Af1u I 
II ~ 
I' 
iifeel that our l\sian and Pacific clients at APLA are tragic proof 
I' I 
I' 
~~hat we are no more immune than anyone else. 




Asian and Pacific communit s, and 
Southern 
majori 
Ill , t. ..::1 111eC:J J tr1 <:LD\.~ social service providers in our communities either 
,, 
~~now little about AIDS or tend to be very Agencies 
i!cutside our communi ties arc often linguistically inaccessib 
,I lieu) t·urally insensit.ive, or 1\sian and Pacific people just don 1 t 
!knm; that these services exist outs their communi ties. 
i! 
il J'l.nd to further illustrate the need to address these 
IIi E Ft,EF, I'd like to use Los 1\nge s County as an example. In 
II 




































with other commun 
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Task Force s 
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As 














































and sex as do with other ethn roups. n add f \/£I d 
like to see de information on ce in specific 
ific Pac fie are first 'J\Ejc:r. ;:,nc"! 
1·.
1
\ a·er.erat1' on . immigronts as 
II 
~ information would L~ meani fuJ to the dif 
i! 
;I 
1! useful in planr.ing education and prevention 
II 
!I tar<;;eting communities t.hat are most 
a 






il ,, Secondly, that i available for Asian and 
'i li 
~ Pacjfic AIDS education programs ana e t of 
~appropriate AIDS information in Asian and Pacific languages. 
I' 
II And thirdly, research 
II ,, study Asian and Pacif c 
li 
II 
le and AIDS 
il be mandat.ory in 1 r research projects. 
available to 
or ir inclusion 
II 
~ And one ing I neglected to put in my statement is also 
~ that funding be made ava1lable to train those that are already 
~working in Apj~n community-based progrillns. I mean, the people 
il are tlH:::le· their reJationships with their community are there. 
II f 
! . 
~It's JUSt a mat~er of giving them the AIDS informat , enabl 
[i 
~ them to form networks with service iders outside thei1 
I! 
H 
il communi tie~ and to make more cultural sensit service 
i! providers ouLside our communi ties. I Current the inc of AIDS in Asian and Pacific 
!1 communi ties appe2rs to be relatively low. ~e would ve.r:y much 
:I 
I 
i! J:i.kP to kePp i ~ thc:t: way, but we cannot do 
lnow, and we cannot succeed without your he 




CHAIRWOMAN 1iJA'l'SON: vle 2ppreciate this statement. I 
iknow it must be very dehumaniziug to be referred to as "other". 
1 
2 l 
4 rs" are 
5 But the t 
6 
7 he 
8 ;:down will bP 
MS. JUE: I :if 1 for us ause our 
10 ss to i 
ll CHAI mean informat on, but 
12 best to ent 
13 IvlS. d we could come 
14 a document at 0 se ings, we 

































F1rsL of all, from the perspect 
!organization operati in one sect 
i 
of a communi 
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sed 
~ngeles, we would like t ss Commit. tee 
~a sed regard1ng h r risk AIDS in 
I 
I 




comrnuni as follows: 
I 
(A) The ethnic popu lct.i on with in the boundaries of our 
!catchment area is pr j J ~, B with an reas Hi ic 
II liprt•Scl:ce, specifically with an 
II 
!I 
flux of Central Americans. 
(B) The quality of life that we e~pcrience in our 
h risk behaviors ~~ommunjty obviously has a relationship to 
!!referred to by your Committee. The citizens of the neighborhoods 
II 
II 
t lttha·t we are ccr;ccrred with 







The strategy and se cf 
1 need empowerment 
, educational and 
Community 
!~onsortium is to achieve and maintain the highest possible 
I< 
li 
~~ual1ty of life in the Hoover/Exposition area of Los Angeles 
tl 
ltthrough cooperation and communication its citizens and 
I 
,j 
:lcommun i tv orqar:i~:a'Llons or il ~· ~ ions worki er for the st 
ilccrLrrcon good as neighbors. lS P is on 
21 cnviction that people of this area need to provide mutual 
22 ss i star1ce &nd enriblement so they can more ly control the 
23 ssistance and •:;naLlement that they may fully control 
24 esUny of this section o~f Los Angeles. 
25 The goals of the Consortium arc to n~re lly realize 
26 t~ unique potential of this important neighborhood and to 
27 onfrcnt such issues as. cultural and recreational act ties; 
28 
1"/? 




4 resou nd spanic 
5 ClTtflUll it iPS 1 sort A i 
6 Ptcl:spect Your Cornmun fere:rce on June the ?7 
7 of 1987 at e rav f Un1ven:; of 
8 Sout.hern Cdliror 1 . Thi the 
Flack I the Ca i ia he.::. and Human ces 
lO Corrrr· itt ee, the Community Con 
i 0 ine, 
12 Inco 
13 ~h rd Consort I S c Force 
14 Pd, or to 7 renee need 
15 e a t 
16 uc<~tion/ n nic 
l7 ity. Ba ' a li on been 
18 establi!"' 
19 The Consort Care Force it lS 
20 cha red i he Projec 
21 Directc of S at~e Fam " :t Plann Infurmat 
22 1(1 Fducat Pro ec en lescent 
cations ect. with the JWCH 
Institute ~ you may remember 
25 '!slash, H. laurie ich 
care he a ion 
27 cgrams wi e cat a I the sort 
28 
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'l'he pr ry interest of the PAC Project s to il 
2 ldDd provide coordinated education ams 
i 
3 !youth, e ially in the areas of teen 
4 
I \Sexually transm1tted diseases and AIDS. 
I -
con As a follow-up to June 27 ized 5 , we 
i 
i 
6 Ia Community AIDS Rallv for Education we called it CARE 
1 
7 !event in conjunction with the Oc AIDS at 
8 by the City and County AIDS Educat Committee, of 
9 Vlf': \lere a member. Please see Attachment 1. Okay, you have 
10 Due to poor weather, the CbRE Day Ral was cancelled. 
ll Health Task Force Con) it. ion recommended at we pursuE: 
12 course of action. 
13 We are currently explor the: li of conducting 
!4 community-wide AIDS education/information needs assessment 
15 ~ith the assistance of Councilman rt Farrell of the 
!6 District. 
17 In surr·.m0ry, we recommend the foll 
18 One, minority AIDS education/prevention 
I 
19 ~urrently providing education and in ion on AIDS are limited 
20 lin terms c~:f outreach capability to impact a change in the high 
I 
21 1risk behaviors of the Black and Hispanic community. Therefore, 
n ~here is a need fer thP Senate Health and Human Services 
! 
23 ~ommittee to sponsor regional meetings, confRrences involving 
I 
24 ~hese organizations within Nor+hern and Southern California 
lc:<L~::-as. 25 
26 I 'l'wo, focal points for community AIDS education, 
I 
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23 the alternat 
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concerned with AIDS educat We're the 
2 of var es, things we as le, i ics, have 
3 to live with every day. I I seen a lot of 
4 the, quote-unquote, "experts" vvi I the vision 
5 that they ought to be working with re to actually 
6 building a coalition. And I'm not just talking Black, you know. 
7 I'm talking Brown as well as well as Asian. 
8 And I was very impressed with the last speaker's point 
9 of view, because I think that the way to deal with the health 
10 problem on the level and magnitude that AIDS currently exists is 
ll to pull these forces together. I think the State can play a role 
12 in that. 
13 I think when I say "conferences" here in this, in the 
14 piece that we wrote here, we have been conferenced to death on 
15 one level. However, I think that a Committee like yours can 
16 
17 
bring -- put together workshops, maybe is a better way of 
i 
descrihing what I!Ill saying, what we're saying, workshops with the! 
18 information necessary to deal with this. Because I don't hold my 
19 , breath, you know, very frankly with respect to waiting to hear 
2o form somebody in the Black community who's working on AIDS. ~t 
21 obviously has potentially, you know, disastrous impacts on the 
n community that I've lived in most of my life, in all kinds of 
23 situations, incidentally. And I believe that there's a need for 
24 us to come together. 
25 I think that the State, vour Committee, can act 
26 certainly as a catalyst to bring that about. This hearing today 
n is thP kind of ~hing, I think, that can happen. Also I think 
28 
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audience; he works for the Youth Author is the, in our 
opinion, the next-to-no licy evident , status of what's 
happening with -- and you unders this of own 
statements -- with the prison lat s. Not just lts, 
Youth Authority, you know. I feel that when people like Dr. Neal 
Schramm are put on the spot and asked about what the future is of 
AJDS, what Dr. Schramm comes back se s is that the 
adolescents, as it relates to their behavior, will determine what 
the future will be. 
Very little, again, and I'm most fortunate to have a 
11 person like Ms. Duar --who's recently come back to the fold 
12 after leaving on a maternity leave. She's sitting in the 
13 audience to my left -- working with us again, chairing our Health 
14 Committee, hecause -- and especially with the focus on youth. 
15 We do, incidentally, at the Consort have such an 
16 entity within our ranks run by peers, youth, incidentally, what 
17 we call high-risk youth, ex-gang members, who have formed an 
18 organization called Youth Outreach. Youth Outreach people have 
19 been contacted by people, health professionals, who work with 
20 AIDS projects, and there's been no follow through, you know, by 
2l some oi those people. We are very much concerned about that. 
n I think everybody here in the room understands that the 
23 future is the youth, you know, and that certainly can't be looked 
24 at iiR though it has no relationship to any of the discussion that 
25 you've had here today. Other people may have made this point. 
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MR. KINGSTON; l\ll r , thank you. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: !>1r. Phil \!Jilson. 
MR. WILSON: As irman of the Nat 
Lesbian Conference, which we he in 
and 
, I want to 
84 
personally thank you for your kind letter and endorsement of that 
conference. 
My name is Phil Wilson. I am D rector of 
Stop AIDS Los Angeles. I'm &lso the Director of the Speaker's 
Bureau for Minority AIDS Project. I'm a member of the National 
Minotity AIDS Council, the Kaiser Permanente AIDS Prevention 
Board, the AIDS Hospice Foundation, and then I'm the current 
Co-Chair of Black and White Men Together of Los Angeles. 
I'm here today as a part to speak of our experiences in 
the various organ1zations that I represent, but also I'm here 
today because I'm a person who's been expos to the HIV virus, 
cd1d in October of this year I was diagnosed with Aids Related 
Complex. 
I speak about my exper 
organizations that I currently work wi 
I speak about the 
to begin to paint the 
w landscap~ that I'm bUte, at this point, you're very familiar 
21 with, and to address the issues of complexities and the 
n diversities that exist when you speak about AIDS in the context 
23 nf a Black, or Latino, or an Asian community. 
24 We have gay men who are fight the battle of racism in 
25 a non-Black or non-Latino or non-Asian gay community, and who are 
M also fighting the battle of homo~hobia in their ethnic 
27 communi ties. 
28 
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issue o Bl 0 deal g with 
2 
as a 
4 adu s, are and t s a ing as 
5 death and s s f us and 
6 drug abuse, inad pressure. 
7 I f talki adults, and I 
tell , as I you y that 25 of all 
9 the AIDS cases in s tells 
lO them you to be te to AIDS. I tel 52 
I J percent of women th AIDS are Bla , and 
12 Channel 4 tells have to be to AIDS. I tell 
!3 thei~l that 60 rcent f n s AIDS 
14 a Bla and Channel 2 s you have 0 male 
15 AIDS. 
16 vJe a lot of t de a s nd using 
17 lc>r s i the 
18 language t speaks hi r sk n to ss the 
19 reaJities of h risk or. 
r·1r. 
, 
t means ~-20 
21 and of copu ati but it sn't 
22 work I'm to t:l 1 -o ack man at 
23 lives in South Cent 
24 I fine] t s s about mandatory 
25 testing, and I m confused ne about routine 
26 tcsLi ng. When I k to a group f le in 
27 Corps, and I know that testing is al taki ace at the Job i 






















It bothers me when, after I 
audience, a young Black woman comes 
to this ar 
that I have AIDS. They told me that s 
didn't tell me that it's transmitted sexual 
sexually active with my boyfriend all that t 
me. 
s 
If we are going to test, yes I have to 
told me 
, and they 
1\nd I 've been 
II That s 
what are we 
going to do vii th that information? But more importantly, I want 
to know what are we going to do to address those issues with 
those persons we test? 
I think it is criminal that this particular case -- and 
it duplicates itself over and over again -- that they have the 
audacity to test her and then not tel] her what she can do with 
that information. 
I think that it's interesting when the military and the 
prison populations are already doing testing. Who are these 
audiences? Who are the persons that are overwhelmingly a part of 
the military and who are overwhelmingly the prisoners in this 
country? 
It's time that we begin to make our choices. We must 
dec:l] ;,d th the denial that exists in our communi , and some other 
n people have address~d the issue of denial. There's such a thing 
23 as adaptive denial and there's maJadaptive denial. Adaptive 
M denial is when we use our denial to protect ourselves. 
25 Maladaptive denial is when we, as Black people and 
M Latinos and Asians, begin to say that there's no such thing as 
27 
28 
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I'm nervous when I know that this government has not 
been adequRtely re~ponsive to the AIDS -- the issue of AIDS when 
it was perceived to impact non-Blacks and non-Latinos. It 
bothers me when a gay community can say that we have solved the 
problem, or we have adequately addressed the problem in the gay 
context. 
I wrote a workshop called, "Hot, Horny and Health: A 
Close Encounter of the Safer Kind." And it was desirous to be a 
safer sex workshop, targeting Black and Latino men. And one of 
the questions that I asked, and I specifically phrased the 
question in the following manner: "Why is it that Black men are 
not interested in safer sex practices?" 
Clearly, there are a lot of problems with that question. 
There's lots of assumptions that are made that I don't want to 
own and that I do not accept. But to date, I've never been 
challenged on that question; not once have I ever been challenged 
on that question. 
That tells me something. That tells me that today, 10 
years into the epidemic, that the persons who die of AIDS are not 
Black, and that's a problem when I see the statistics. When the 
rnessage is White, and the messengers are White, that those ci us 
who do not identify with that message or that messenger do not 
23 get the message. 
M Thank you. 
25 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: v~Jow! T would have to agree with you 
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on the models that work with the White gay male population: a 
population that can afford to take a day off work; a population 
that has adequate transportation to to where 're going to 
hold the seminar, and all of those issues; and clearly, a 
population that already identifies themselves as being at risk. 
So, that's one of the issues in the technique. 
We need to take the message to the people v.Jho are being 
impacted in ways now, Reverend Bean has said that we know how 
to sell Black people Cadillacs and hamburgers. And if we can do 
that, and we seem to be able to do that effectively, surely 
there's a way that we can educate them on how to protect 
themselves. 
I suggest that we use some of the same techniques that 
are used to sell us hamburgers and Cadillacs and what have you to 
save our lives. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: The macho-looking male who you'll 
17 see on the "20/20" segment on this program, "New York in Depth," 
18 said, when she talked about condoms, "Oh, I don't fool around 
19 with those things." Well, when she left there, at least he was 
20 thinking about the relationship between his sexual activity and 
21 the contacting of AIDS; probably would never have fooled around 
22 with those things if somebody hadn't gone to the shooting gallery 
23 and given him the information verbally. 
N They tell them the risks that they're at in the terms 
~ that they can understand. People go who look like them, who've 
26 come through those same experiences. They would never have been 


























hadn't been someone wi 
T rnPan, figurat ly 
them who could open the door for 
the deer or them. 
when they left there, 
them in t.he1r hands: they left 
left some i 
se bottles of bleach; 
thE=:Y ]eft ccrJdorns; they left very gra];Jldc rr,aterials. Because 
those guys, as they are high, and ~he1r alertness is diminished, 
are not going ~o si~ down and read a six-page brochure. What 
they might do if the thing is thrown at them in graphic designs, 
~ou know, and figures and so on, they might look at that as they 
s1~ ~here getting high and coming down. They might see that. 
They certa ly see the batt s, and they see the condoms. 
MR. WILSON: Actually, I have a s ific request to 
One cf the issues that we're dealing with is 
communications. And I knov you're part of a program that;s 
coming up on. KCT, and I, too, am a part of that program. And I 
did one of my workshops. 
In rny workshop, one of the things we do is, we talk 
r..tbcut condom use. And the number one reasor' why condoms fail is 
th2t people don't use 
number t.wo reason why condoms fail is that people 
ustc, them improperly. And 
c0u~ty funded, it is prob 
those of us who are State funded or 
ic in how you aemonstrate proper 
con6oro us~ge. And jn ct, when I wrote the "Hot, Horny and 
25 Health" program, I del :.berately did it outside of government 
26 funding, because I thi~k it's important to show people who 
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MR. OCHOA: Sena t her for ICN. I'm goi 
17 to f as f coun:::.el ICN 
18 Ph a ceut h tered ta C iforn a 
19 With me, a::, rve alrea i s Dr. Leon 
20 Lewandowski, who is the Vice Pre of Med al Affairs for 
21 ICN. 
22 In st o t 1 our rerna s n't 
23 about six or seven nutes. ter Dr. Lewand 
24 remarks, s I'll have a moment to ment t 
25 ":he~ i..vJO things that you and I a ffioment to v sit on, the issue 
26 o~ the manufacturing of R rin vlhich is ICN' s drug Mex 














Cali ia. And also issue 0 y B 1 195 wh was 
pa se~d t i a s 
c l ic J s 
At lS moment to 
Dr. , the D rec 
DR. LEWANDOWSKI: Senator , thank you very much 
for e i a i c G 
the late hour, 1 br 
I urn recent ern ree to Cali rnia New I'm 
currently the V.P. of Medical A fa r at ICN, as Mr. Ochoa 
st&ted. 
Previous I erved s irector of 
Medicine In tute N D York State 
14 ,; Department f Hea as a member of 
nstitute of 
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CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: I don't believe It s rea] 








cannot believe that a 
would not have the sophist to us before 
and say, "Who can I go out and to?" There are any 
Mr. Wilson, are you getting this down so that you can 
get in touch th him? 
8 I mean, there are any number of people work 
9 with every day that would love to go under testing who are 
10 minorities, and so on. 
This drug does not discriminate. 's what we're II 
12 talking about. It does not discriminate. I' not asking you to 
13 produce a drug in this state addressed just to the minori 
14 population. 
15 I am asking you to produce in is state a drug that can 
16 used with anybody who is at risk, with anyone, iod. 





MR. OCHOA: Senator, if I may, it was 
at ICN, to have a moment with this Committee to 
this issue on the table, if you will. 
for us, 
to 
And that is that persons decision ing posit s, 
n as yourself and your colleagues, even during the end of last 
23 session when things were going very quickly with Dr. ilante's 
24 AB 1952, there was the pressure of a r of d that 
25 some promise in fighting the progress of AIDS, but had run 
M into bureaucratic tape at FDA. And you know that AB 1952 
27 utilizes a Health and Safety Code which was enacted in about 1970 
28 
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We're trying to, and FDA, 
clinical studies, the treatment IND. And s , I 
think, fairly well at the moment. 
However, one of lems we at ICN 
it impacts the Black Brown communi in a al 
especially in California -- is e are us rin 
because it is available in Mexico, come use it at 
indifferent doses, et cetera. Some of it is moni by some 
physicians, and most of them are not 
that we thought persons who are in 
Black and Brown community who 
it's just formation 
ship posit s with the 
aware of, those kinds of things. Most 
re today should be 
are not. 
The gay community, because of what the Doctor's just 
mentioned, they are more organized; they know much about 
Ribavirin, et cetera the company itself, as we've 
indicated, is trying to move forward with 
I think that -- well, we think at ICN that 
treatment IND. But 
and I'm being 
repetitive ··- but persons from community groups who have been 
here today should know that others in ral community, the 
AIDS-affected community, are utilizing Ribavirin. 
So we're trying to work with the k of persons that 
you've had here in a successful hearing. And I think also, as 
we've visited with your staff, AB 1952, I think, will be 
implemented, and it's a matter of what companies subm which 
25 applications are working with the Department of Health Services 
26 with their protocol. The question is: types of persons 
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DR. LE~vANDOWSKI: I if you not at our 
2 c1inical trials, but the Ji ical s 1 
3 were to that on s not 
4 at risk +-' con .... l going to rus. 
5 gay community has, in ct, done and been 
6 done a relatively good j in m i sexual contacts. 
7 The is a at ion 
8 that's going to be very c of 
9 instructions for the medicat com in. And I think when 
10 you're dealing with IV drug abusers, I ink s a 
11 certain problem with compl 
12 We would love to get around this ssue of cornpl 
13 CHAIRWO~~N WATSON: You are gett o some very 
14 water with me. 
15 Maybe you had better lain to me the of 
16 your drug will be a what populat tend it to used 
17 with. 
18 DE. LE~\'ANDOWSKI: We intend to treat all AIDS pRtients. 
19 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Then I st to you, Doctor, 
20 tha.t you reach out and you, then, f who are in 
21 the high risk categories. 
22 I think you heard today that instances of AIDS and 
23 ARC are spreading among Black IV drug users. 
24 DR. LEWANDOWSKI: Absolutely. · 
25 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Now, regard ss -- and you've been 
26 hearing us and the witnesses also tell you what would be the best 






















































So, we will be happy to serve in that capaci , to 
2 
supply you with what you need. 
3 
If I were you, I would not worry ~o much to the 
4 various educationctl levels. I found that went over like a ton of 
5 ,, 






8 I. il 
witness said to me, you know, irregardless, this is existing. So 
I wouldn't hold that out as an tac 








population that you use in the testing is representative of the 









I! 14 I 
Now, what you did last week and last month and last year 
probably served the information you had at the current time. 
What you do from here on ought to relate to the information as we 












newborns of mothers who use drugs and have drug users as their 
lovers; it doesn't look good for seniors. 
DR. LEWANDOWSKI: This, in fact, is the challenge to all 





testi~g for AIDS. 
I 
21 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: That's right. 
22 I understand it's your drug that was the subject of 
23 1952, and that was what was in the minds of most of the 
24 Legislators. 
25 MR. OCHOA: No, it was just one of about half a dozen, 
26 Senator. 






















On the inside, on the inside, it w~s this drug that we 
hDd in mind. 
Ek. OCHOA: That's accurate. 
So, apparently you're going to be 
·way out there ahead o~ a lot of the others, is what I'm saying to 
you, from what I understand. And if so, you're going to have to 
'! J<nov1 \lho it. a.ftects. 
I am not quite sure, and somebody just said something to 
me earlier to~ay that was startling to me, that there is a 
possibility that Black people, Africans, have a predisposition to 
ARC. Now, you don't even need to respond. I don't know anything 
about it, but I'm just saying that wt: n.ight. find that that might 
be true about people who live in certain areas of Africa, because 
of tl1f::d.r imr:mnol ogical system and its development of a period of 
time. 
MR. OCHOA: Or nutrition or lack of it also. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Yes, and so you might find out as 
you test that this drug might rea.o~ dlfferently to people who eat 
certain foods or who are from certain kinds of climates. 
So, I think we are going to find out a lot. As I said 
21 before, I t~ink this ib an opportunity to really become 
22 knmvledgeable. 
23 DR. LEvvANDOWSKI: I told you, my first basis for coming 
24 here was learning, and that I did. 
25 CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: Yes. l'Je an:' goif1g to continue to 




But I would be real ppy to you with the 
contact peopJP that I think can i for you willing people 
who will come in and be rt of t i at 
DR. LEWANDOWSKI: We welcome these contacts. 







the community to, in fact, oversee the trials. And I see that as 
a gelleric issue. In any clinical testing f greatest 
8 need, I think, is to have physicians out in the field who are 
9 capable and able to have that population and willing to take the 
10 time to monitor, et cetera, et cetera. 
11 CHAIRv:OMAN WATSON: And I think you heard Dr. Jordan say 
12 how difficult it is to find physicians who want to treat AIDS 
13 patients, and so we know that's a problem. 
14 But that should not stop you from making that contact. 




DR. LEWANDOWSKI: I've written it down already. 
CHAIRWOMAN WATSON: And we will contact him and see if 
he can identify the other two doctors in the Black community 
19 don't know how many there are -- but the number of doctors that 
20 would be willing to monitor these. 
21 And I understand how these empirical testing situations 
22 have to be structured. If the results are going to be worth 
23 their salt, it's got to be set up scientifically. 
24 MR. OCHOA: It's my own personal experience in growing 
~ up in East Los Angeles and still working there that we have as 
u few physicians willing to work with AIDS patients as you just 
I 
27 mentioned in the Black community, but that's one reason, Senator. 





















Bu~ I feel that ICN does have a social conscience and 
made the move to come here to learn, and we really do want to 
wcrk with the persons who represent the Hi~panic and the Black 
ccmrnunities, as you've mentiuned, so we'll be working very 
closely with your staff. 
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CHAIRWOMAN ~·JATSON: This is instructive, what I'm just 
getting ready to say to you. 
As you go out to make your presentation, let me caution 
ycu, because people will have -- my reaction was toned down. 
We're talking about very sensitive areas. We're talking about a 
lot of denial. We're talking about the health profession 
personnel who don't even want to deal with this. We're talking 
ubout parents of children, parents of adults who have AIDS, who 
reject their children being homosexual, or men having sex with 
men and women having sex with women; who, as it was said to us, 
who then take out their hostility on the friends that come. You 
know, we're dealing with a lot of sensitive feelings and a lot of 
hiGc'1en feelings. 
And the way you approach people has to be very careful. 
You have to choose what you say and how you say it, bec2use then 
you'll lose them. 
22 I wish that we could get the "20/20'' tape and show it, 
23 because Yolanda Herrero, who goes in, takes people who speak the 
~ language and is able to make contact with them and con®unicate 
25 with ~hem in terms that they understand. I don't even understand 
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I've been told and trained not to use v The 
firRt time I did, they jumped all over , and I was on 
side. lt's just that I did not the current vernacular or 


























group, you know. We were Negroes; we were colored; we were Afro-
Americans; African Americans; and now we're Blacks. "What do we 
call you?" I said, "I 't know. You just have to call me what 
I'm calling myself at the current moment." That migh~ change 
next week. And if we do change, you're going to have to call us 
b" i:he changed name. 
So, I understand it. And anytime I go somewhere to a 
hearing, I learn how to address the audience that I'm talking to. 
And that's a sensitivity that one has to be sensitive to to be 
effective with this. 
MR. OCHOA: Thank you, Senator. 
DR. LEWANDOWSKI: Thank you. 
CHAIRWOMAN v'lATSON: Thank you so much. I appreciate you 
staying here -- it's already 5:00 o'clock and waiting for your 
turn to almost be lost on the agenda. And I know how important 
and valuable your time is. 
I thank you that, and I thank you for listening to 
my preachings, and I hope that we all can benefit from what 
you're trying to do. 
Teresa Garay. 
MS. GARAY: Thank you, Senator, and thank you and your 
staff. I'm pr1vileged to be here, and my name is Teresa Garay. 
Noticing that I was the last person on the agenda, I did 
want to say that I hope that this one occasion when the best was 
nc,t saved for last. Instead, I hope you've been given a good 
~ complement of the many factors that influence the issue of AIDS 






























I've come here to enter to the record some 
observations and recommendations on a vital element to any 
modern-day education campa is the of the media. 
will be concentrating my remarks on broadcast media, 
primarily te sian, which is my particular area of rtise. 
I feel I bring a unique and qualified perspective to 
this discussion for four reasons: Number one, a5 
Service and Broadcast Standards Administrator for KCOP 
ic 
I 
TelevisionJ Channel 13 here in Los AngP , I am a working member : 
of the media. I've been involved in the area of community 
relations for close to five years, and in that time the issue of 
AIDS has entered into the scope of my work. 
Number two, as a complement to my work, I serve on the 
Board of Directors of AIDS Project Los Angeles, which is 
ce~tainly is one of the more recognizable AIDS servicing agencies 
in this town. 
Number three, as an active member of the gay community, 
I've been aware of AIDS since the onset of is crisis situation, 
and I hdve carried this awareness by necessity into my work 
setting. I bring a historical perspective on AIDS and the media 
because our station has been at the forefront on this issue with 
various forms of programming. We were the first station to carry 
public service announcements targeted to the gay community on 
this issue. 
Number four, and no less significant, I diD a member of 
the Hispanic community. A native, born' and raised in East Los 
Angeles, I am particularly keen on the needs of the minority 
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process; and finally, the need for a reg 
a media campc:dgn 011 AIDS. 
l approach to funding 
I will draw many of my remarks from recent experience 
with KCOP's October/AICS Education Month campaign. I do so in 
the hupe that th s campaign will used as a model for 
information going into the Black and Hispanic communities. 
LPt me being my sentation wi key elemer>t to 
sut:cessfully educating the black and Hispanic communities on 
AIPS: and that is identificatjcn. 
identify with a mE::sbagE:::, effect 
In orc:ier tor t groups to 
sentation is essential. 
Wlth forethought, this does not have to be done at the expense of 
one group over another. 
¥COP, working col labor at KNX Newsradio, 
orchesc::ra broadcast media campaign October/AIDS 
t:ducation l Southern California area. Our 
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other prejudice issues that st l surrounil IS compelling 
to seP religious leaders t.alking AIDS. The also paid 
attention to the sign if nt role the church plays in the 
6 minority communityG 
7 
8 
By all indications the was a success. Minority 
AIDS Project report a record number of calls during the month. 
9 Reverend Bean was recognized wherever he went. Whether it was 
10 standing in the line at the supermarket, or eating at the local 
11 Sizzler, he tells me that people were responding to the message 
l2 and approaching him for information on AIDS. Rabbi Freehling 
l3 reported a similar response in the communities where he travels. 
!4 Another notable use oi effective representation can now 
15 be found in the public service announcements produced by the 
16 Centers for Disease Control. These spots feature minority people 
l7 from all across the country giving their personal stories on how 
18 they've responded to AIDS. I believe that in fact the speaker 
19 that is follow1ng me is one of the people featured in the public 
w service announcement. 
21 Of course, how a campaign is marketed is also crucial to 
22 its success. This brings me to the need tor cooperative 
23 relationships between members ot the media and between AIDS 
M serving agencies. 
~ One of our first object1ves with the October/AIDS 
26 Education rvlonth can;paign was to enlist the support of the other 
27 television stations in the market. We had similarly made the 
28 outreach to radio by uniting with KNX Newsradio. 
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